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What is Interfolio's Dossier?What is Interfolio's Dossier?
Interfolio’s DossierDossier is a free online platform for scholars to collect and curate scholarly
materials, request and receive confidential letters of recommendation, and prepare for
upcoming evaluations. Your Dossier never expires and we will store your documents
indefinitely.

Dossier provides you with one centralized account to collect and manage confidential letters of
recommendation and other materials you will need for admission to graduate school, jobs in
higher education, and other academic and professional opportunities. Since 1999, we’ve helped
hundreds of thousands of applicants navigate stressful application processes so they can focus
on looking their best in front of admissions offices and hiring committees.

With your free Dossier account, you can:

1. Collect:Collect: We provide a single, secure location to gather all necessary and confidential
academic documents.

2. Curate:Curate: You can create thematic collections of materials for different opportunity types.
3. Organize:Organize: We help you stay on top of deadlines and get organized about your academic

career.
4. Manage Letters of Recommendations:Manage Letters of Recommendations: Eliminate hassle for letter writers (and requesters)

with a system for soliciting and storing confidential letters for life.
5. Search For Jobs:Search For Jobs: You can search our database of opportunities, and expand your search to

include results from other job boards.
6. Apply to Interfolio-hosted positions:Apply to Interfolio-hosted positions: Some institutions partner with Interfolio to provide an

easy step-by-step application process. Anyone can apply for free to Interfolio-hosted
positions, and deliveries to these positions do not count toward your 50 annual deliveries.

7. Get Full Support:Get Full Support: Focus on your application, not delivery details, with access to intelligent
customer support for all technical and submission issues.

About Dossier Deliver:About Dossier Deliver:

With an upgrade to Dossier Deliver, you can use your Dossier account to deliver letters of
recommendation and other application materials such as your CV, evaluations, and writing
samples where you need them to go.

With an active Dossier Deliver account, you can also share your Dossier materials (with the
exception of the letter of recommendation) and your collections of materials with anyone
regardless of whether that person has an Interfolio account.

About Dossier Institution:About Dossier Institution:

Dossier Institution is a version of Dossier available to entire institutions who purchase a Dossier
license for users at their institution. Dossier Institution is designed to connect individual Dossier
accounts to our product for institutional review; Interfolio Review, Promotion & Tenure.

With an active Dossier Institution account, you can also share your Dossier materials (with the
exception of the letter of recommendation) and your collections of materials with other users at
your institution, as long as they have an Interfolio Dossier Institution account.
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Dossier Glossary of TermsDossier Glossary of Terms

Common TermsCommon Terms

Dossier –Dossier – Interfolio Dossier is a free online platform for scholars to collect and curate scholarly
materials, request and receive confidential letters of recommendation, and prepare for
upcoming evaluations.

Dossier Deliver –Dossier Deliver – Dossier Deliver is a premium service that allows you to send up to 50
academic deliveries for a flat annual fee of $48. Gather your best materials, including
confidential letters, then send via email, web, or mail to academic jobs, post-docs, fellowships,
and more.

Delivery –Delivery – An individual shipment in Dossier Deliver.

Delivery Credit –Delivery Credit – One credit is equal to one delivery. With your subscription, you get 50 delivery
credits. 1 delivery = 1 credit, regardless of the number of documents included in that delivery.

Interfolio-hosted positions –Interfolio-hosted positions – Faculty jobs and other opportunities hosted through Interfolio.

Collections –Collections – To help your organize the materials you store in Dossier, you can gather materials
into themed collections, or assemble together materials for any purpose, such as materials
uploaded for a particular job or grant opportunity.

Sharing and Feedback -Sharing and Feedback - Only available to users who have a Dossier Deliver and/or a Dossier
Institution account. Users can share their documents to receive feedback from their trusted
reviewers. .

Document and Requested Letter StatusesDocument and Requested Letter Statuses

Requested –Requested – Your letter writer has been sent a request for a recommendation, and we are
waiting for them to accept or deny the request.

Accepted –Accepted – Your request for a recommendation has been accepted by your requester, but we
have not yet received the document.

Declined –Declined – The letter writer has declined your request for a recommendation.

ConvertingConverting –– Your document has been uploaded to your account, but is still going through the
conversion process and has not been fully uploaded yet.

Error –Error – Your document has not been successfully uploaded to your account because of a
possible problem with the file. Check to make sure your document is saved in one of our
Accepted File Types, or contact support at help@interfolio.com.

Pending –Pending – Your letter has not yet been uploaded to your account, either because your request
was sent, but we have not yet received a response,-or- your request has been sent and
accepted, but your requested letter has not yet been received and uploaded to your account.
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Completed –Completed – Your document has been received and stored in your account – it’s ready to go!

Delivery StatusesDelivery Statuses

In Progress –In Progress – Deliveries you have started, but not yet submitted for final delivery.

Incomplete –Incomplete – Applications to Interfolio-hosted positions that have been started, but not yet
completed. If an "edit" option is present (to the right of the list on the "Deliveries" page), you
can continue adding required materials and making changes to your application.

Complete With Pending Letters –Complete With Pending Letters – Your application to an Interfolio-hosted position has been
completed and we are waiting to receive your requested letter(s) of recommendation.

Preparing To Send –Preparing To Send – Delivery is waiting for processing; in queue to be processed by our
fulfillment team.

Sent –Sent – Your delivery passed our fulfillment team’s quality checks and has been sent to the
receiving institution.

CancelledCancelled –– Your delivery was cancelled, and will not count towards your 50 annual deliveries.
We will add that dollar value back into your account as a credit. Any cancelled delivery will be
credited back.

Withdrawn –Withdrawn – Your application to an Interfolio-hosted position was cancelled, but you can
reactivate your application up until the deadline for applications has passed.

Delivery TypesDelivery Types

Email –Email – Send your materials to an email address that is authorized to receive application
materials for a specific position or search.

Mail –Mail – Interfolio offers a variety of paper mailing options to meet your needs including USPS
First Class, Priority, and International, and FedEx 2-day, Overnight, and Express International.

Confidential Letter Upload –Confidential Letter Upload – Deliveries to online application systems. This delivery type
(available in Dossier Deliver) allows an applicant to upload a confidential letter to an online
application platform.

Interfolio-hosted Position –Interfolio-hosted Position – The receiving institution is using Interfolio to manage their
search. All deliveries to Interfolio-hosted positions are free for Dossier users and do not count
towards your 50 annual deliveries.

Dossier InstitutionDossier Institution

Guidelines –Guidelines – If your school uses the institutional guidelines feature in Dossier Institution,
youreach individual Dossier user at your school can view your institutional guidelines for a
particular Interfolio academic review process from within the Collections section of their
Dossier.
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What is Dossier Deliver, and Why Should IWhat is Dossier Deliver, and Why Should I
Upgrade?Upgrade?
With an upgrade to Dossier Deliver, you can use your account to deliver letters of
recommendation and other application materials such as your CV, evaluations, and writing
samples where you need them to go.

Dossier DeliverDossier Deliver is a premium service that allows you to send up to 50 academic deliveries for a
flat annual fee of $48. With your subscription, you get 50 delivery credits. 1 delivery = 1 credit,
regardless of the number of documents included in that delivery. Gather your best materials,
including confidential letters, then send via email, web, or mail to academic jobs, post-docs,
fellowships, and more.

Key Features:

1. Apply Anywhere:Apply Anywhere: Send up to 50 deliveries of academic materials for under $50.
2. Get Full Support:Get Full Support: Focus on your application, not delivery details, with access to intelligent

customer support for all technical and submission issues.
3. Manage and Send Confidential Letters:Manage and Send Confidential Letters: Experience less hassle for letter writers (and

requesters) with a system for soliciting, storing, and sending confidential letters.
4. Collect and Curate:Collect and Curate: Use our single, secure location to gather and organize all necessary and

confidential academic documents.
5. Sharing and Receiving Feedback on Dossier Materials:Sharing and Receiving Feedback on Dossier Materials: Collect feedback on academic

materials and present your academic work, research, and creative production to the
academic community.

Don't forget: Interfolio’s fantastic Support Team are here to serve as advocates for you
throughout the application process. If you have questions about the Interfolio product, or about
anything at all Interfolio related, give us a call at (877) 997-8807 or shoot us an email at
help@interfolio.com.
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Get Help For DossierGet Help For Dossier

You can access detailed help for your Dossier account by signing in to your account and
visiting our Help Center. If you do not yet have an account, get signed up today!

Online Help CenterOnline Help Center

If you have questions about how to accomplish a specific task, sign in to your account and try
searching the extensive knowledge base of articles with step-by-step instructions at our online
Help Center.

Scholar ServicesScholar Services

You can also submit a help request via email to our Scholar Services team
at help@interfolio.com.

-or- contact Scholar Services by telephone Monday-Friday, 9am-6pm, Eastern Standard at (877)
997-8807 (Toll Free).

We can also be reached via social media:

@interfolio on Twitter

@interfolio on Facebook
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Getting Help For InterfolioGetting Help For Interfolio

You can access detailed help for Interfolio by signing in to your account and visiting our
Help Center.

If your institution has partnered with us to provide Single Sign-On, follow this link to sign in
through your institution.

Online Help CenterOnline Help Center

If you have questions about how to accomplish a specific task, sign in to your account, click on
your name to select "Help" and try searching the extensive knowledge base of articles with
step-by-step instructions at our online Help Center.

Scholar ServicesScholar Services

You can also submit a help request via email to our Scholar Services team
at help@interfolio.com.

-or- contact Scholar Services by telephone Monday-Friday, 9am-6pm, Eastern Standard at (877)
997-8807 (Toll Free).

We can also be reached via social media:

@interfolio on Twitter

@interfolio on Facebook
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Dossier Quick Start Guide For ApplicantsDossier Quick Start Guide For Applicants

Welcome! Interfolio's Dossier offers tools to help scholars manage their career and apply to
academic opportunities. From applying to schools, to applying for tenure reviews, we can
help you collect, organize, and send out evidence of your academic excellence!

With Dossier, you can request and store confidential letters of recommendation and upload
and manage the materials you will need throughout your academic career. Your Dossier
account never expires, and your uploaded materials will always be available to you at
anytime.

With a $48 annual subscription to Dossier Deliver, you can send your materials when
applying for jobs, fellowships, and other academic opportunities. An annual subscription
includes 50 deliveries by email, mail, or confidential letter uploads to online application
systems.

Applying to Interfolio-hosted positions is free, and these deliveries do not count against
your 50 annual deliveries.

Follow the instructions below to get up and running quickly.

1. Click "Materials" on your account dashboard to get started1. Click "Materials" on your account dashboard to get started

2. Add files such as your C.V. or cover letters to your Dossier2. Add files such as your C.V. or cover letters to your Dossier
materialsmaterials

You can upload files from your computer, link to YouTube and Vimeo videos, or include links to
webpages in your Dossier materials.
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See here for more information on adding materials to your Dossier.

3. Request confidential letters of recommendation from directly3. Request confidential letters of recommendation from directly
within Dossierwithin Dossier

We will send a request for a confidential recommendation to your letter writer. When your
letters come in, they will be stored with your Dossier materials, and you can send them where
they need to go, all while maintaining complete confidentiality.

Simply click "Request Recommendation" in the upper right corner of your "My Materials" page,
and you will be walked through the process. See here for more information on requesting
letters of recommendation using your Interfolio account.
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4. Manage your letter requests4. Manage your letter requests

Click "Letters" in the upper right navigation bar to open the "Letters"Click "Letters" in the upper right navigation bar to open the "Letters"
section of your accountsection of your account

Here you can view details about your requested letters, check the status of your request, and
re-send requests. You can also view letters you have been asked to write by other Interfolio
users.

See here for more on how to build and manage your Dossier.
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5. Create collections of your materials to organize or make5. Create collections of your materials to organize or make
them easier to findthem easier to find

Once you have assembled your materials, you can create collections of related materials to
organize your Dossier. You can use collections to gather materials for any specific purpose,
such as a collection of materials for a job application, or collections to be used for particular
types of positions such as fellowships etc.

See here for more information on adding collections.
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6. Share materials via your Dossier with Interfolio's Feedback6. Share materials via your Dossier with Interfolio's Feedback
and Sharing featureand Sharing feature

This premium feature is only available to users with Dossier Deliver accounts or users with
Dossier Institution accounts.

Click on the link below for instructions on how to share and receive feedback on your Dossier
materials:

Help for Sharing and Receiving Feedback on Dossier MaterialsHelp for Sharing and Receiving Feedback on Dossier Materials

7. Click "New Delivery" to send out your materials when7. Click "New Delivery" to send out your materials when
applying for jobs or other academic opportunitiesapplying for jobs or other academic opportunities

8. Choose to send your materials by mail, email, or upload8. Choose to send your materials by mail, email, or upload
materials to an online application systemmaterials to an online application system

See here for more information on sending application materials.
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-Or- enter search terms to search for and apply to positions-Or- enter search terms to search for and apply to positions
hosted by Interfoliohosted by Interfolio

See here for more information on applying for a job or fellowship hosted by Interfolio.

See here for more information on using Interfolio to search for employment and fellowship
Opportunities.

 When searching for opportunities listed through us, you can also opt to trigger a
search for your terms on Inside Higher Ed, HigherEd Jobs, and HERC (Higher Education
Recruitment Consortium).
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9. When you find an opportunity that interests you, either an9. When you find an opportunity that interests you, either an
Interfolio-hosted position, or a position listed on another listingInterfolio-hosted position, or a position listed on another listing
service, use the materials in your Dossier to apply!service, use the materials in your Dossier to apply!

 You may also want to check out our detailed guides on some of the most frequently
used features of Dossier:

• Request a confidential letter of recommendation
• Send a letter or other document via mail or email
• Apply to a Job or Fellowship Opportunity Listed with a Partner Institution via Interfolio

Faculty Search
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Dossier Deliver: Create andDossier Deliver: Create and
Send Deliveries of Your DossierSend Deliveries of Your Dossier
MaterialsMaterials
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Email Delivery vs. Confidential Letter Upload,Email Delivery vs. Confidential Letter Upload,
What's the Difference?What's the Difference?

This article explains the difference between email deliveries and confidential letter uploads.
Both delivery types are available with an upgrade to Dossier Deliver.

Email DeliveriesEmail Deliveries

Email deliveriesEmail deliveries are for sending your Dossier materials to an email address that is authorized to
receive application materials for a specific position or search.

You can send any of the documents in your Dossier using an email delivery, but for confidential
letters of recommendation, we ask that you provide a link to a website or text description with
information about the opportunity to which you are applying. This is so we can verify the
destination, and ensure the security and integrity of your confidential letters.

See here for more information on sending Dossier materials via email.
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Confidential Letter UploadsConfidential Letter Uploads

Confidential letter uploadsConfidential letter uploads are for sending confidential letters of recommendation to online
application systems. This delivery type allows an applicant to upload a confidential letter to an
online application platform.

When you are filling out an online application form, you may be asked to enter the email
addresses of the people who will write your letters of recommendation, or the online
application may give you a link to a website (URL) where the authors of your letters of
recommendation can upload your letters. In either case, we can upload confidential letters
from your Dossier account to these systems.

See here for more information on confidential letter uploads to online application systems.
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Interfolio-hosted Position –Interfolio-hosted Position – The receiving institution is using Interfolio to manage their
search. All deliveries to Interfolio-hosted positions are free for Dossier users and do not count
towards your 50 annual deliveries.
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Send Dossier Materials Via EmailSend Dossier Materials Via Email

With a Dossier Deliver account, you can email materials from your Dossier, including
confidential letters of recommendation, to institutions who accept email submissions of
application materials. To ensure the integrity of this process when emailing confidential
letters, our quality control agents will check to verify the email of the address you provide,
and requesters never have access to a confidential recommendation.

An annual subscription costs $48 and pays for 50 academic deliveries.

Remember, applying to Interfolio-hosted positions is free. We have created separate
articles about submitting application materials when applying to a position hosted byapplying to a position hosted by
InterfolioInterfolio, and confidential letter uploads to online application systemsconfidential letter uploads to online application systems.

It's also easy to send hard copies of application materials via USPS or Fed Exsend hard copies of application materials via USPS or Fed Ex.

Click "Deliveries" on your account dashboardClick "Deliveries" on your account dashboard
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Click "New Delivery" in the upper right corner of the next screenClick "New Delivery" in the upper right corner of the next screen

 Only upgraded Dossier Delivery accounts can be used to deliver materials. See here for
more information on upgrading to Dossier Deliver.

By upgrading to Dossier Deliver will also be able to share your materials with your
reviewers for feedback on ways to improve your cover letter, cv, etc.

Click "Email" to send an email delivery, and follow the stepsClick "Email" to send an email delivery, and follow the steps
below:below:
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1. Enter the "Recipient information"

Be sure to enter the complete name of the recipient's institution or organization, and enter as
much information as possible to ensure your documents are delivered into the right hands.

 We also recommend that you include the address of a web page with information
about the position, program, grant, etc. to which you are sending materials.

This is espcially important when sending confidential materials, because we verify the
address provided here to ensure the security and integrity of the process.

Learn about address verification.

2. Add materials to your delivery

Add materials to the delivery from you computer or from you Dossier account.

 Any materials added will be sent with your delivery, but will also be added to the
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"Materials" section of your Dossier, where they will be available to send to other
destinations as well!

2.1. Click "Add Materials"2.1. Click "Add Materials"
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2.2. If you have not yet added materials to your Dossier account, you2.2. If you have not yet added materials to your Dossier account, you
will need to do that nowwill need to do that now

2.3. If there are already files in your Dossier, you can select to include2.3. If there are already files in your Dossier, you can select to include
them -or- open the "Add New File" tab and drag & Drop or upload newthem -or- open the "Add New File" tab and drag & Drop or upload new
filesfiles
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2.4. After uploading a new file, select the type of material you are2.4. After uploading a new file, select the type of material you are
uploading, and click "Add"uploading, and click "Add"

 If the correct material type does not appear as an option in the drop down menu,
select "Other Document" from the drop down menu.
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2.5. Click "Continue"2.5. Click "Continue"

3. Review and Confirm the details of your email delivery

All materials are converted to PDF format. This process of conversion may take a few moments.
You will only be able to submit your application once all materials have been converted for
delivery.

 Note that your application has NOT been emailed yet! You will need to review the
information and click "Submit Delivery" at the bottom left of the page.
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 Note the "Estimated Send Time." We perform a quality check on the documents you've
asked us to send, and we verify that the email address you entered is a valid
destination.

Learn about address verification.
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Your materials will appear in the PDF file in the order they are listed here. To change
this order, hover over the list and click to drag & drop as shown below.

3.1. Click "Preview" to download a PDF showing how your materials will3.1. Click "Preview" to download a PDF showing how your materials will
appear to reviewersappear to reviewers

 Note that confidential letters will be excluded from the preview, but will be sent with
the delivery.
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3.2. Click "Submit Delivery"3.2. Click "Submit Delivery"
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When your email delivery is submitted, you will see a success message.When your email delivery is submitted, you will see a success message.
Click "View sent deliveries" to see the status of your delivery:Click "View sent deliveries" to see the status of your delivery:

Sent DeliveriesSent Deliveries

From the "Sent Deliveries" page, you can search for recipients of sent deliveries, and sort your
deliveries by status and type. Note that you can cancel deliveries from this screen as well.

See here for more information on the delivery statuses.

Remember, you can keep track of the status and progress of unfinished deliveries from the
"Deliveries" page.
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Send Paper Deliveries (USPS or FedEx)Send Paper Deliveries (USPS or FedEx)

With a Dossier Deliver subscription you can choose to have printed copies of the materials
in your Dossier delivered to a street address or PO Box via United States Postal Service or
Fedex. Please note that Fedex does not deliver to PO Boxes.

 Currently, you can choose between the following delivery methods for printed
materials:

Domestic Deliveries:Domestic Deliveries:

1. Free US Postal Service Delivery ($0.00)
2. US Postal Service Priority Mailing ($12.00)
3. Overnight Delivery ($33.00)
4. 2-Day Delivery ($21.00)

International DeliveriesInternational Deliveries

International deliveries must be sent through the International US Postal Service
Delivery ($0.00)
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To send out a paper delivery, start by clicking "Deliveries" onTo send out a paper delivery, start by clicking "Deliveries" on
your account dashboardyour account dashboard

Click "New Delivery" in the upper right corner of the screenClick "New Delivery" in the upper right corner of the screen

If you haven't yet upgraded to Dossier Deliver, you will be prompted toIf you haven't yet upgraded to Dossier Deliver, you will be prompted to
upgrade your account before proceeding with your deliveryupgrade your account before proceeding with your delivery

Only paid Dossier Deliver accounts can be used to deliver materials. See here for more
information on upgrading to Dossier Deliver.
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Click "Mail" to send out printed materials and follow the stepsClick "Mail" to send out printed materials and follow the steps
below:below:

Next, you will need to follow the three steps below:

1. Enter the "Recipient information"

Be sure to enter the complete name of the recipient's institution/organization, your recipient's
name, title, and department.
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1.1. Enter the mailing address1.1. Enter the mailing address

 You will be able to choose a delivery method and see estimated delivery times later in
the process.

If you have a close deadline, overnight delivery is available in most cases!
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2. Add materials to your delivery

Add materials to the delivery from your computer or from your Dossier account.

 Any materials added from your computer will be sent with your delivery, but will also
be added to the "Materials" section of your Dossier, where they will be available to
send to other destinations as well!
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2.1. Click "Add Materials"2.1. Click "Add Materials"

2.2. If you have not yet added materials to your Dossier account, you2.2. If you have not yet added materials to your Dossier account, you
will need to do that nowwill need to do that now
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2.3. If there are already files in your Dossier, you can select to include2.3. If there are already files in your Dossier, you can select to include
them -or- open the "Add New File" tab and drag & drop or upload newthem -or- open the "Add New File" tab and drag & drop or upload new
filesfiles

2.4. After uploading a new file, select the type of material you are2.4. After uploading a new file, select the type of material you are
uploading, and click "Add"uploading, and click "Add"

 If the correct material type does not appear as an option in the drop down menu,
select "Other Document"
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2.5. Click "Continue"2.5. Click "Continue"

3. Select your delivery method

3.1. Check to make sure the recipient information is correct3.1. Check to make sure the recipient information is correct
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3.2. Select the delivery method you would like to use and click3.2. Select the delivery method you would like to use and click
"Continue""Continue"

 International deliveries must choose US Postal Service Delivery.

4. Review and confirm the details of your delivery

 Make sure this information is correct because once submitted, your delivery cannot be
changed.

Click "Edit" if you need to make changes, as shown below.
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4.1. Click "Preview" to download a PDF showing how your materials will4.1. Click "Preview" to download a PDF showing how your materials will
appear to reviewersappear to reviewers

 Note that confidential letters will be excluded from the preview, but will be sent with
the delivery.
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4.2. Note the estimated delivery date4.2. Note the estimated delivery date
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4.3. If you selected a paid delivery option, you will need to confirm the4.3. If you selected a paid delivery option, you will need to confirm the
purchase, and check the box to acknowledge that your card will bepurchase, and check the box to acknowledge that your card will be
chargedcharged

4.4. Click "Submit Delivery"4.4. Click "Submit Delivery"

 Deliveries submitted after 11:59 PM EST are postmarked the following day.
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4.5. When your mail delivery is submitted, you will see a success4.5. When your mail delivery is submitted, you will see a success
message. Click "View sent deliveries" to see the status of your deliverymessage. Click "View sent deliveries" to see the status of your delivery

View "Sent Deliveries"

From the "Sent Deliveries" page, you can search for recipients of sent deliveries, and sort your
deliveries by status and type. Note that you can cancel deliveries from this screen as well.

See here for more information on delivery statuses.

Remember, you can also keep track of the status and progress ofRemember, you can also keep track of the status and progress of
unfinished deliveries from the "Deliveries" pageunfinished deliveries from the "Deliveries" page

Look for the deliveries tab in the upper right navigation menu.
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Apply to a Position Hosted with InterfolioApply to a Position Hosted with Interfolio

Many institutions have partnered with Interfolio, and are running their searches for jobs,
grants, fellowships, and post-docs through our platform. We call these opportunities,
"Interfolio-hosted positions."Anyone can apply for free to Interfolio-hosted positions, and
these applications do not count against the 50 annual deliveries that come with a
subscription to Dossier Deliver.

 When applying for an Interfolio-hosted position, you will be uploading materials to
your Dossier account. Remember, you can search for more opportunities from directly
within our program ,and with an upgrade to Dossier Deliver, you can use the
application materials you've uploaded to your Dossier to apply to any position, even
ones not in Interfolio.

By upgrading to Dossier Deliver, In addition to external delivery of your materials, you
will be able to share your materials and receive feedback from your reviewers. They do
not need an Interfolio account, and will receive access to your shared documents via
email.

Click "Apply Now For Free"Click "Apply Now For Free"

If an institution is using Interfolio to run a search, there will be a link to apply on the
announcement or ad for the position.
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You will be asked to sign in or create an accountYou will be asked to sign in or create an account
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-Or- if you have an existing account, you can log in and search
for a position:

1. Select "Deliveries" from your account screen1. Select "Deliveries" from your account screen
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2. Click "New Delivery"2. Click "New Delivery"

3. Scroll down to "Find an Opportunity," and search for positions by3. Scroll down to "Find an Opportunity," and search for positions by
keyword, or enter the name of the postion or institutionkeyword, or enter the name of the postion or institution

 If you have not yet upgraded your account to include a Dossier Deliver subscription,
you will be prompted to upgrade. You can ignore the upgrade popup box and follow
the instructions below to search for opportunities listed through Interfolio.
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4. Click the title of the position4. Click the title of the position
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5. Click "Start Application" to apply5. Click "Start Application" to apply

Complete ProfileComplete Profile

If you haven't completed a profile, you may be asked to complete your profile in order to apply
to the Interfolio-hosted position. The information you provide will be shared with the
institutions to which you apply.
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When applying for an Interfolio-hosted position, you are guidedWhen applying for an Interfolio-hosted position, you are guided
through a series of application stepsthrough a series of application steps

 An overview of the application steps are listed to the right of the screen.
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1. The first step is uploading required materials to the1. The first step is uploading required materials to the
applicationapplication

 You will see the list of each requirement along with the number required.

 You will need to satisfy all document requirements before submitting your application
(or all requirements for a section before submitting the section).
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Click "Add File" to add required materialsClick "Add File" to add required materials

To add files from your Dossier:

 If you have already uploaded materials to your Dossier account they will show up in
the drop-down list on the tab labeled "Choose Existing."
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Select all the materials to include and click "Add"Select all the materials to include and click "Add"
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-or- click "Collections" to open a tab where you can select materials from your-or- click "Collections" to open a tab where you can select materials from your
saved collectionssaved collections

To upload new files from your computer, open the "Add New File" tabTo upload new files from your computer, open the "Add New File" tab
and drag and drop or browse to upload files to your Dossierand drag and drop or browse to upload files to your Dossier

 You can also upload videos and link to webpages to include as part of your ByC
application materials.
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Use Dossier to request and add confidential letters of
recommendation:

 If your application requires a confidential letter of recommendation, you can request
that letter through Dossier. We will automatically attach the letter of recommendation
to your application when we receive it from your letter writer.
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Click "Add File" under the requirement for a confidential letter ofClick "Add File" under the requirement for a confidential letter of
recommendationrecommendation
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You can choose to use a letter you already have in your Dossier, or request aYou can choose to use a letter you already have in your Dossier, or request a
new recommendationnew recommendation
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To use existing recommendations simply select them from the list and clickTo use existing recommendations simply select them from the list and click
"Add""Add"

To request a new recommendation, open the "Request a Recommendation"To request a new recommendation, open the "Request a Recommendation"
tab, and click the "Request" button to begin the processtab, and click the "Request" button to begin the process

Fill out the recommendation request formFill out the recommendation request form

Your request will be sent to the letter writer along with instructions for uploading your letter.
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 See the following article for more detailed information on requesting a
recommendation through Interfolio.

When we receive the recommendation from your letter writer we will add it toWhen we receive the recommendation from your letter writer we will add it to
your Dossier and attach it to your applicationyour Dossier and attach it to your application

 You request will appear with the status "Pending" until we receive it from your writer.
Note that to complete the requirement, you only need to have requested the letter.
The requirement is considered complete when all required letters have been
requested and/or added.
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As you add required materials, you can preview how they will
appear to the recipient or reviewer

After uploading a document or other material, click the edit pencilAfter uploading a document or other material, click the edit pencil
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Click the title of the materialClick the title of the material

This opens a preview of the fileThis opens a preview of the file
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If you need to edit, delete, or replace a document, click the edit
pencil

 This will allow you to change the title and type of the document, or to replace it with a
new document.
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Click the trash icon to delete a documentClick the trash icon to delete a document

To replace a document, click "Replace" in the bottom right corner of the windowTo replace a document, click "Replace" in the bottom right corner of the window

 The document will be removed from the application ONLY. A copy wil remain stored in
your Dossier account.
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Select a replacement document and click "Add," or click "Add New File" toSelect a replacement document and click "Add," or click "Add New File" to
upload a new documentupload a new document
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When enough documents have been added to satisfy aWhen enough documents have been added to satisfy a
requirement, a green check will displayrequirement, a green check will display
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Click "Next Step" when you are finished adding requiredClick "Next Step" when you are finished adding required
documentsdocuments

2. Enter your education information2. Enter your education information

 Select the highest degree you have earned, list the institution where you earned the
degree, and the date you received the degree. Note that you can choose not to
disclose your education information. Click "Next Step" when you are finished.
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3. You may need to complete forms required for the application3. You may need to complete forms required for the application

 Simply fill out the form and click "Next Step" when you are finished.
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4. Review and confirm your application4. Review and confirm your application

 This page gives an overview of your progress toward completing the application. Each
section must be completed before you can submit your application.

Note the status row indicating the current state of the applicationNote the status row indicating the current state of the application

 This row will tell you if the application can be edited, if it has been submitted,
withdrawn, or reactivated, and lists the close date of the position.
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5. Submit your application5. Submit your application

When all requirements are met, click to submit your application.
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You will see a confirmation message and be taken to your ApplicationsYou will see a confirmation message and be taken to your Applications
pagepage

Review, edit and manage your applications from theReview, edit and manage your applications from the
"Deliveries" page"Deliveries" page

 After submitting, you may review and track your application by signing in to your
Interfolio account and navigating to your "Deliveries" page.
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Remember, the materials you use when applying for Interfolio-Remember, the materials you use when applying for Interfolio-
hosted positions will appear in your Dossier, and you can usehosted positions will appear in your Dossier, and you can use
those materials for other applications!those materials for other applications!

 From the materials page of your Dossier, select a document or other material to
preview it and view a history of changes including when and where you have used the
material, when it was last updated etc. See here for more information on how to Edit
and Preview the Materials in Your Dossier, and Keep Track of Changes Made to the
Materials in Your Dossier,
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Manage Your Applications and DeliveriesManage Your Applications and Deliveries

Interfolio's Dossier allows you to easily track and manage the delivery of your materials to
Interfolio-hosted positions for free.

With an updgrade to Dossier Deliver, you can send, track and manage deliveries of
materials by email, post, or confidential letter uploads to online application systems.

Click "Deliveries" on your dashboardClick "Deliveries" on your dashboard

This will open the "Deliveries" pageThis will open the "Deliveries" page

Here you will see a table listing the deliveries you have requested. "In Progress" deliveries
appear at the top, and "Sent Deliveries" are listed further down the page.

Columns in the table include; the recipient, status of the delivery (incomplete, in progress,
preparing to send, etc.), any notes you have created about the delivery, the delivery type, and
the actions you can take concerning the delivery.
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To edit an "in progress" delivery, hit the edit button to the rightTo edit an "in progress" delivery, hit the edit button to the right
of the table, or "Delete" to delete the deliveryof the table, or "Delete" to delete the delivery
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You can "Review" non-editable, and sent deliveriesYou can "Review" non-editable, and sent deliveries

Sent deliveries can also be "Cancelled"Sent deliveries can also be "Cancelled"

Scroll down the page to see a list of deliveries you have already sent. You can review and cancel
sent deliveries.
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Note that withdrawn Interfolio-hosted positions can be reactivatedNote that withdrawn Interfolio-hosted positions can be reactivated
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View Sent DeliveriesView Sent Deliveries
As a Dossier Deliver subscriber, you can keep track of your job search by tracking the deliveries
you send. You can filter the list of sent deliveries by recipient name, delivery status, and delivery
type (email, mail, letter uploads, and Interfolio-hosted positions). You can also reactivate
cancelled deliveries to Interfolio-hosted positions from "Sent Deliveries."

Go to the "Deliveries" section of your accountGo to the "Deliveries" section of your account

You can also access "Deliveries" from the upper right corner of mostYou can also access "Deliveries" from the upper right corner of most
screens in the programscreens in the program
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On the "Deliveries" page, scroll down and click "View all sentOn the "Deliveries" page, scroll down and click "View all sent
deliveries"deliveries"

Sent deliveries appear in a table organized by recipient, deliverySent deliveries appear in a table organized by recipient, delivery
status, and delivery typestatus, and delivery type
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You can filter the list by delivery typeYou can filter the list by delivery type

Delivery types include email, mail, confidential letter upload, and Interfolio-hosted position.

Depending on the delivery type, you can take various actionsDepending on the delivery type, you can take various actions
such as reviewing, canceling or editing your deliverysuch as reviewing, canceling or editing your delivery

Look to the right of the page under "Actions." If a delivery is editable, it will be labeled as such in
the "Notes" column.
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Note that you can reactivate withdrawn Interfolio-hostedNote that you can reactivate withdrawn Interfolio-hosted
positions until the deadline for applying has passedpositions until the deadline for applying has passed
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Use Interfolio to Search for Employment andUse Interfolio to Search for Employment and
Fellowship OpportunitiesFellowship Opportunities
It's a snap to search for job and other opportunities through your Interfolio account. When you
find a position you like, you can use the materials in your Dossier to apply!

You can search for opportunities by institution name, position title, type of position, or any
keyword. Your search results will automatically include positions hosted through Interfolio that
match your search terms.

You can apply directly to positions listed with us, for free, with the push of a button. If you haveYou can apply directly to positions listed with us, for free, with the push of a button. If you have
an existing Dossier Deliver account, applications to Interfolio-hosted positions don't countan existing Dossier Deliver account, applications to Interfolio-hosted positions don't count
against your 50 annual deliveries.against your 50 annual deliveries.

You can also opt to trigger a search for your terms on the job listing services of Inside Higher
Ed, HigherEd Jobs, and HERC (Higher Education Recruitment Consortium). When you find an
opportunity that interests you on one of these listing services, use the materials in your Dossier
to apply!

Log in and click "Deliveries"Log in and click "Deliveries"
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Click "New Delivery" in the upper right cornerClick "New Delivery" in the upper right corner

Scroll down to "Find an Opportunity"Scroll down to "Find an Opportunity"

 If you have not yet upgraded your account to include a Dossier Deliver subscription,
you will be prompted to upgrade. You can ignore the upgrade popup box and follow
the instructions below to search for opportunities listed through Interfolio.
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Enter your search terms and hit "Search"Enter your search terms and hit "Search"

 Try searching for the name of an institution, a position title, or position type.

Your results will display matching Interfolio-hosted positionsYour results will display matching Interfolio-hosted positions

You can filter the list by:

• Position name
• Institution name (alphabetically)
• Location (alphabetically)
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• Deadline

Click the title to view position details such as description,Click the title to view position details such as description,
qualifications, etc.qualifications, etc.
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Click "Start Application" to applyClick "Start Application" to apply

Click the appropriate button to search for opportunitiesClick the appropriate button to search for opportunities
matching your keywords on the job boards of Inside Higher Ed,matching your keywords on the job boards of Inside Higher Ed,
HigherEd Jobs, and HERC (Higher Education RecruitmentHigherEd Jobs, and HERC (Higher Education Recruitment
Consortium)Consortium)

 You can apply online for many positions listed on each of these sites. Follow the
application instructions, and use the materials stored in your Dossier to apply!
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Inside Higher Ed:Inside Higher Ed:

HigherEd JobsHigherEd Jobs
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HERCHERC
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Verify Addresses When Sending ConfidentialVerify Addresses When Sending Confidential
MaterialsMaterials
Whenever you provide Interfolio with an email address or mailing address where we should
send confidential materials, we must always take responsible steps to verify that those
materials will remain confidential from you if we send them to that address. We call this
"verifying an address."

Obviously, there’s a limit to how certain Interfolio can be. Ultimately, we can’t control what the
receiver does with your confidential materials, and it’s not our place to do so. What we can do is
take responsible steps (1) to indicate the confidentiality of your materials and (2) to exercise
discretion when sending them out.

To verify an address for delivery of confidential materials, we must answer four questions:

1. Is it an address to which you have access? We may need documentation. For example, if it’s
an email address or Post Office box, we may need to see some external documentation, such
as a website or email correspondence (either forwarded or as screenshots), showing that that
email address or PO box is affiliated with an institution or organization.

2. Does the individual or organization on the receiving end plan to keep those materials
confidential from you? If we can verify that the address is the publicly designated email or
mailing address for a documented institution or organization (e.g. admissions@brown.edu),
then we can generally send the documents.

3. Is it an address that you are sending to yourself or a relative? If so, you can't send
confidential letters to yourself or addresses that can't be verified.

4. Is the institution/business an apartment or home address that you are sending to? If so, we
will need proof of documentation, a job advertisement, or email correspondence to prove that
you are sending confidential letters to an official address.
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When creating an email delivery, you can provide us with aWhen creating an email delivery, you can provide us with a
website for verification. The website should (1) show thewebsite for verification. The website should (1) show the
destination address and (2) link it with the destinationdestination address and (2) link it with the destination
institution or organization.institution or organization.

If you provide that web page, we’ll check it out. If it looks good,If you provide that web page, we’ll check it out. If it looks good,
we’ll send off your delivery.we’ll send off your delivery.

If we can’t verify the address you’ve entered from a web pageIf we can’t verify the address you’ve entered from a web page
you have provided, we'll turn to a web search.you have provided, we'll turn to a web search.

We'll search the destination address you entered and the opportunity for which you're applying,
if we know what it is. All of this should take just a few minutes. If we find a webpage that clearly
indicates that confidential materials may be sent to the destination address you've provided,
then we'll send off your delivery.

If we haven’t found a web page that enables us to verify theIf we haven’t found a web page that enables us to verify the
address, then we’ll get back to you and ask you for one of theaddress, then we’ll get back to you and ask you for one of the
following:following:

• A web page affiliated with the institution that displays the destination address
• Email correspondence (directly forwarded or as a complete screenshot) that clearly indicates

that confidential letters of recommendation may be sent to this email address
• Some contact information for the receiver, which we will use to verify the destination

address

If we successfully verify the address using one of theseIf we successfully verify the address using one of these
methods, then we can send your materials there! You’ll receivemethods, then we can send your materials there! You’ll receive
an email notification when we have sent your delivery off.an email notification when we have sent your delivery off.

Please note: In some situations, the receiver might provide us with a different or corrected
address, instead of the exact address you entered - for example, pmorley@interfolio.com
instead of philip.morley@interfolio.com. We will always check with you before we make a
change to the destination address.
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Delivery Pricing and Shipping OptionsDelivery Pricing and Shipping Options
Dossier Delivery PricingDossier Delivery Pricing

A Dossier Deliver subscription allows you to send up to 50 academic deliveries for a flat annual
fee of $48. With Dossier Deliver, you get 50 delivery credits annually, and one credit = one
delivery, no matter how many documents are in that delivery.This includes email, US postal
service domestic delivery, and confidential letter uploads. Other delivery options are available
for an additional charge as outlined below.

Deliveries to Interfolio-hosted positions are FREE!Deliveries to Interfolio-hosted positions are FREE!

Applications submitted to opportunities hosted through Interfolio are always free.

USPS Domestic Deliveries are included with your subscriptionUSPS Domestic Deliveries are included with your subscription

• Deliveries completed by 11:59 pm Eastern will go out on the next business day.
• Estimated shipping time: 3-14 days.
• Tracking is not included.

International Postal Service Delivery—$8.00International Postal Service Delivery—$8.00

• Deliveries completed by 11:59 pm Eastern will go out on the next business day.
• Estimated shipping time: Varies by destination.
• Tracking is not included.

US Postal Service Priority Mailing—$12.00US Postal Service Priority Mailing—$12.00

• Deliveries completed by 2 pm Eastern will go out on the same business day.
• Estimated shipping time: 3-5 days.
• Tracking is not included.

FedEx 2-Day Delivery—$21.00FedEx 2-Day Delivery—$21.00

• Deliveries completed by 2 pm Eastern will be delivered in 2 business days.
• Includes tracking

Note:Note: FedEx will not deliver to P.O. Boxes. This shipping option will not be available if you
indicate an address with a PO Box.

FedEx Overnight Delivery—$33.00FedEx Overnight Delivery—$33.00

• Deliveries completed by 2 pm Eastern time will be delivered by 3 pm to most addresses and
by 4:30 pm to rural areas on the next business day.

• Includes tracking.

Note:Note: FedEx will not deliver to PO Boxes. This shipping option will not be available if you
indicate an address with a PO Box.

Interfolio-hosted Positions and Other Electronic DeliveriesInterfolio-hosted Positions and Other Electronic Deliveries
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We also work with admissions offices and hiring committees so their applicants can transmit
documents to them via electronic delivery. Along with the growing list of institutions that use
Interfolio to conduct searches, AMCAS, AADSAS, and many AACOMAS-affiliated D.O. programs
accept documents via Interfolio electronic delivery.

Have more questions? Submit a request for help
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Request and Send Letters ofRequest and Send Letters of
RecommendationRecommendation
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Quick Help: Request a Confidential Letter ofQuick Help: Request a Confidential Letter of
Recommendation Through InterfolioRecommendation Through Interfolio

You can request letters, for free, through your Dossier account, and use them to apply for
free to any Interfolio-hosted position. With an upgrade to Dossier Deliver, you can send
your letters whe applying to all other opportunites via mail, email, or confidential letter
upload.

This article explains how to request letters of recommendation through Interfolio.

Click "Letters" on your dashboard, or in the upper rightClick "Letters" on your dashboard, or in the upper right
navigation menu of most screens in the programnavigation menu of most screens in the program
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Click "Request a Letter" in the upper right cornerClick "Request a Letter" in the upper right corner

Fill out the "New Recommendation Request" formFill out the "New Recommendation Request" form
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Click "Send Request," and that's it!Click "Send Request," and that's it!

Your letter writer will receive instructions for how to submit your letters, and we will notify you
when the letter is uploaded or received.
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Request and Send Letters of RecommendationRequest and Send Letters of Recommendation
to an Interfolio-hosted Positionto an Interfolio-hosted Position

You can request letters of recommendation during the process of applying to an Interfolio-
hosted position. The letters you request will be stored in your Dossier account. You can also
attach letters that are already in your Dossier to your application.

If you request a letter of recommendation while completing an application for an
Interofolio-hosted position, the requested letter will be automatically be added to your
application when we receive it. So, you can submit your application once you have
requested your letters, and we will attach the letters once they come in.

Below, you'll find instructions for the process of requesting letters of recommendation and
adding letters from your Dossier account to your application when applying to an Interfolio-
hosted position..

Click "Apply Now For Free" on a position announcement for anClick "Apply Now For Free" on a position announcement for an
Interfolio-hosted positionInterfolio-hosted position

If an institution is using Interfolio to run a search, you will be able to apply online just by clicking
the "Apply Now for Free" button in the position announcement. Follow the instructions below
once you create your free account, or after signing in to your existing Interfolio account if you
have one.
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Or you can search for a hosted position from within Interfolio:

1. To find hosted position in the program, click "New Delivery"1. To find hosted position in the program, click "New Delivery"
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2. Enter search terms in the box at the lower left of the screen2. Enter search terms in the box at the lower left of the screen

 Try searching for position titles, institution names, fields of study etc.

3. Find the position and click to open3. Find the position and click to open
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4. Click "Start Application"4. Click "Start Application"

 When applying for an opportunity through Interfolio, you are guided through a series
of application steps or sections. An overview of the application steps are listed to the
right of the screen.
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1. Click "Add File" to add a "Confidential Letter of1. Click "Add File" to add a "Confidential Letter of
Recommendation or EvaluationRecommendation or Evaluation

You will see the list of each required document with the number required of each document
type. You will need to satisfy all document requirements before submitting your application.

Add letters of recommendation from your Dossier account, or useAdd letters of recommendation from your Dossier account, or use
Dossier to request a new letter for an applicationDossier to request a new letter for an application

Clicking "Add File" on a requirement for a letter of recommendation opens a tabbed interface
where you can select a letter from your Dossier account, or request a new letter. Note that
when choosing an existing file, the list includes previously requested letters that may not have
arrived yet.
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To add existing letters from your Dossier account, select the
letters from the list of existing files and click "Add"
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The document will be marked "Received" if it is already in your DossierThe document will be marked "Received" if it is already in your Dossier

If you select a requested letter that has not yet arrived, the documentIf you select a requested letter that has not yet arrived, the document
will be labeled as "Pending"will be labeled as "Pending"

The requested letter will be labeled "Pending" until we receive the letter from your writer. When
we receive the letter we will automatically attach it to your application.

To request a new recommendation, open the "Request a
Recommendation" tab, and click the "Request" button
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1. Add general information about your request1. Add general information about your request

 An email address is required. The title of the position you're applying for will
automatically be added to the title of your letter, but the title can still be customized if
necessary. The letter will automatically be marked "Confidential" if it is added to a
"Confidential Letter of Evaluation or Recommendation" slot in an application.

 Some opportunities require a digital signature on letters of recommendation
submitted electronically. Please notify your letter writer if your opportunity requires a
signed letter.

Keep in mind that we cannot guarantee a document has been signed, so make sure to
contact your letter writer if a signature is required.

2. Add information for your recommender2. Add information for your recommender

Indicate a due date for your recommender to send in your letter. You can attach your CV or
other additional documents that may be useful to your writer. Indicate if the request is for a
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specific opportunity or a general recommendation ("Specific Recommendation" is selected by
default because you are applying for a hosted position). Please include a link to the website or a
text description of the opportunity.

 If the opportunity you are applying for specifically requires a signature, you might want
to mention that in the message to your recommender.

3. Include a message to your recommender (optional). Click "Preview"3. Include a message to your recommender (optional). Click "Preview"
to see how your message will appear in the inbox of your letter writer.to see how your message will appear in the inbox of your letter writer.

We will send your letter writer an email with instructions for submitting your letter directly to
our website, and you can include a personalized message with your request. We have created a
default message, but you can make changes to insert specific information, and provide any
additional information your writer may need to complete the request.
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"Preview" will display how your request will appear in the inbox of your letter"Preview" will display how your request will appear in the inbox of your letter
writerwriter
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4. Click "Send Request" when you are ready4. Click "Send Request" when you are ready

The requested letter will be marked as "Pending" on your applicationThe requested letter will be marked as "Pending" on your application
until we receive it from your letter writeruntil we receive it from your letter writer
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When your letter arrives, we will automatically attach it to yourWhen your letter arrives, we will automatically attach it to your
application!application!

Review and submit your applicationReview and submit your application

Note that the "Confidential Letter" segment of the Document Requirements application section
will be considered satisfied (indicated with a green check mark), and you can submit your
application even before requested letters arrive.
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Request Letters of Recommendation by EmailRequest Letters of Recommendation by Email
or Mailor Mail

You can request letters of recommendation (confidential or not) from letter writers directly
through your Interfolio Dossier account. With an upgrade to Dossier Deliver, you can send
your letters out to opportunities by email or mail. Sending letters to Interfolio-hosted
positions is free.

When you send a new request, your letter writer will receive instructions (via email or a
printed form, whichever you prefer) with all the information they need to upload or mail
their letter to Interfolio.

If you are applying to an Interfolio-hosted position see here: Request and Add Letters of
Recommendation to an Application for an Interfolio-hosted Position.

Follow the instructions below to request and send a letter of recommendation to an
opportunity.

Here is our guide to resend a letter request.

 If you already have a copy of your letter, it can be uploaded to your account as the
document type "Other Document."

Does your letter need to be signed?Does your letter need to be signed?

Interfolio does not require a writer to submit their recommendation with a signature; however,
admissions offices and hiring committees may require letters with a signature. There are a few
ways a letter writer can submit a signed letter to Interfolio, they can scan and upload a hand-
signed letter, or mail us a signed copy of your letter.

A note for applicantsA note for applicants

Please let your letter writer know if the opportunity to which you are applying requires a digital
signature for electronically submitted letters of recommendation.

Your letter writer can sign the document using a digital signature program or service.
Alternatively, they can scan and upload a hand-signed letter, or mail us a signed copy of your
letter.
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See here for information on how to sign a letter.

 You may want to include the request for a signature in the message you send to your
recommender during the process of requesting a letter of recommendation.

1. Click "Letters" on your dashboard or in the upper right1. Click "Letters" on your dashboard or in the upper right
navigation barnavigation bar

2. Click "Request a Letter"2. Click "Request a Letter"
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3. Fill out the "General Information" section of the request form3. Fill out the "General Information" section of the request form
and indicate if this is a request for confidential letterand indicate if this is a request for confidential letter

• We need the name and email address of your recommender so we can be sure to verify the
document when it is received.

• Give your document a title so you can easily identify it when it appears in your Dossier.

 To ensure confidentiality, don't forget to indicate whether or not you are requesting a
confidential letter of recommendation. Note that by requesting a confidential
document, you acknowledge that you waive all rights of access to the letter you are
requesting.
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4. Select the request method (email or print) that you will use to4. Select the request method (email or print) that you will use to
request the recommendationrequest the recommendation

If you choose to email the request:

Enter information that will be provided to your recommender whenEnter information that will be provided to your recommender when
viewing and submitting your requestviewing and submitting your request

• Provide a due date for when you need the recommendation.
• You can include your C.V. (from your Dossier) for the convenience of your letter writer.
• You can also attach any other documents from your Dossier the writer might find useful.
• Specify if this is a general recommendation or a recommendation for a specific opportunity.
• Provide a a website address or text description of the opportunity for which you are

applying.
• You can also add a message to your letter writer that will accompany your request for a

recommendation.

Note:Note: Some opportunities require a digital signature on letters of recommendation submitted
electronically. Please let your letter writer know if your opportunity specifically requires a
signature for a letter of recommendation. We have an article available for your recommender
with information on how to add a digital signature to a letter.

 Keep in mind that we cannot guarantee that a document has been signed, so make
sure to get in touch with your letter writer if a signature is required.
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Click "Preview" to preview your messageClick "Preview" to preview your message
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The preview shows how your request will appear in the inbox of yourThe preview shows how your request will appear in the inbox of your
letter writerletter writer

Click "Send Request" when you are readyClick "Send Request" when you are ready

 It's a good idea to check back over your request. Remember, you cannot edit a request
after we email the request to your letter writer.
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You will see a confirmation screen when you have successfullyYou will see a confirmation screen when you have successfully
requested your recommendationrequested your recommendation

Once you hit send, you should see a confirmation message showing your email was sent. Your
letter writer will receive an email containing the info you provided with your request, along with
instructions for submitting the completed document to Interfolio.

If you choose to send a print request:

Select "Print Request Form" and click "Complete Request"Select "Print Request Form" and click "Complete Request"
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Click "Download Request Form," to download and print a cover sheetClick "Download Request Form," to download and print a cover sheet
(pdf) to give to your letter writer(pdf) to give to your letter writer

You will need to download a cover sheet and give it your letter writer. After the letter is mailed
to us, we will check it, scan it in, and upload it your Dossier where it will available for you to use.

Requests will appear in the "My Materials" section of yourRequests will appear in the "My Materials" section of your
Dossier with the status "Requested" until we receive the letterDossier with the status "Requested" until we receive the letter

You can keep track of and re-send your requests from theYou can keep track of and re-send your requests from the
"Letters" section of Dossier"Letters" section of Dossier

Look for "Letters" in the navigation bar located to the upper right of most screens in the
program.
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You will see a list of letters you have requested on the "My letters ofYou will see a list of letters you have requested on the "My letters of
Recommendation" tabRecommendation" tab

 Note that you can sort this list by status to view completed, converting, declined, error
documents, pending, and requested letters, or search for a letter by keywords in the
title.
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Click "View Details" (to the rigt of the list) to see detailed informationClick "View Details" (to the rigt of the list) to see detailed information
about your letters and requests including a "History" of the letter orabout your letters and requests including a "History" of the letter or
requestrequest
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You will see a tab displaying details:You will see a tab displaying details:

 Confidential letters will not appear in the reader, but you will see a message that the
document is confidential along with the details and history of the document.
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Open the "History" tab to see a record of activity about the letter andOpen the "History" tab to see a record of activity about the letter and
your request:your request:

If you need to resend a request, click "Re-send Request" underIf you need to resend a request, click "Re-send Request" under
the "Actions" column to the rightthe "Actions" column to the right

If, for any reason, your letter writer did not receive the email requesting your your letter, or
if the original email has been misplaced and they need a new link, you can resend the
original request email from your Dossier account. Follow these directions to resend your
request.

 If you are having trouble with an emailed request, you may want to ask your letter
writer to check the spam folder of their email inbox.
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Click "Letters" on your dashboard, or in the upper right navigationClick "Letters" on your dashboard, or in the upper right navigation
menu of most screens in the programmenu of most screens in the program

You will see a list of letters you have requested on the "My letters ofYou will see a list of letters you have requested on the "My letters of
Recommendation" tabRecommendation" tab

 Note that you can sort this list by status to view completed, converting, declined, error
documents, pending, and requested letters, or search for a letter by keywords in the
title.
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Locate your pending letter request and note the date the request wasLocate your pending letter request and note the date the request was
last sentlast sent
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Click "Re-send Request" under the "Actions" column to the rightClick "Re-send Request" under the "Actions" column to the right

You will be asked to confirm:You will be asked to confirm:

We will resend the original letter request to your letter writer with a link to submit your letter of
recommendation.
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You may need to make sure your letter writer checks their spam folder. To ensure
delivery, the letter writer can add help@interfolio.com to their contacts.

If you need to resend a request in printed form:If you need to resend a request in printed form:

Click "View Details" under the "Actions" column to the rightClick "View Details" under the "Actions" column to the right
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Click "Download Cover Sheet" at the bottom left of the readerClick "Download Cover Sheet" at the bottom left of the reader

Print the downloaded document request form and send it to your letter writerPrint the downloaded document request form and send it to your letter writer

 Your letter writer will need to include this form as a cover sheet when they mail the
recommendation to Interfolio.

 Once we receive you recommendation we will scan it and upload it to your Dossier
where it will be available for you use.
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Confidential Letter Uploads to OnlineConfidential Letter Uploads to Online
Application SystemsApplication Systems

Many institutions use online application systems for job and fellowship searches. With a
Dossier Deliver account, you can upload confidential letters to online application systems.

In some cases, an online application system will ask for your letter writer's contact
information so they can email a link your writer can use to upload a letter to the website. If
this is a requirement, you can input an Interfolio-generated "document email address" in
place of your letter writers email. This will allow Interfolio to upload the letter directly to the
application without bothering your letter writer.

Other online application systems provide you with a link (URL) to give your letter writer to a
website where your recommender can upload a letter of recommmendation.

We refer to these types of deliveries as "Confidential Letter Uploads."

This article will show you how to upload confidential letters to an online application system.

Remember, that in order to upload a letter to an online application system, you must first
have the letter in your Dossier account. See here for more information on requesting a
confidential letter of recommendation through Interfolio.
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Interfolio has a 1-3 day turnaround time from the point we receive the request to uploadInterfolio has a 1-3 day turnaround time from the point we receive the request to upload
your letter.your letter.

 If an institution asks for information during the confidential letter upload process, the
interfolio agent will enter Interfolio's contact information.

 For medical and dental school applicants: if you're applying to AACOMAS or AADSAS,
then this article will explain how to upload letters to the online application systems you
will use. If you're applying to AMCAS or TMDSAS, then delivery instructions can be
found here:

Use Dossier Deliver to Send Letters of Recommendation to AMCAS

Use Dossier Deliver Letters of Recommendation to TMDSAS

1. Before you begin, make sure have requested a letter, and
verify that the letter has been uploaded to Dossier

For confidential letter uploads, we can only send letters of recommendation that are in your
Dossier account. These are letter you have already requested, and that have been uploaded to
your Dossier.

If you have not already requested a letter through Interfolio, you will need to follow these
directions on how to request a confidential letter of recommendation through Interfolio.
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1.1. Go to the "Letters" section of your account1.1. Go to the "Letters" section of your account

1.2. Check the status of the letter you want to send1.2. Check the status of the letter you want to send

 Only letters with the status "Complete" can be uploaded to an online application
system.
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If you need to request a new recommendation, click the "Request a Letter"If you need to request a new recommendation, click the "Request a Letter"
button, and follow the promptsbutton, and follow the prompts

When your recommendation comes in it will appear in your Dossier and you can continue with
the instructions below.

See here if you need detailed instructions on how to request letters of recommendation
through your Interfolio account.

2. Go to your "Deliveries" page2. Go to your "Deliveries" page
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3. Click "New Delivery"3. Click "New Delivery"

4. Click "Confidential Letter Upload"4. Click "Confidential Letter Upload"

5. Select the method that your online application uses to5. Select the method that your online application uses to
request and receive letters of recommendation, and clickrequest and receive letters of recommendation, and click
"Next""Next"

Some online systems require you to enter the email addresses of the people who will write your
letters, and some provide a link to a website where your letter writers can upload letters of
recommendation.
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 Remember, you can only upload letters that have already been added to your Dossier.
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If the application requires you to enter your recommender's
address:

1. Select "You enter your recommenders' email addresses and click1. Select "You enter your recommenders' email addresses and click
"Next""Next"
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2. Select the letter(s) you want to send and click "Continue"2. Select the letter(s) you want to send and click "Continue"

This opens the "Send Requests" page:This opens the "Send Requests" page:
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3. Log onto the online application system in another tab or window,3. Log onto the online application system in another tab or window,
and navigate to the location where you are asked to enter theand navigate to the location where you are asked to enter the
recommender's email addressrecommender's email address

Below is a sample from an online application system:

4. Open Dossier again, and click "Copy" (to the right of the page) to4. Open Dossier again, and click "Copy" (to the right of the page) to
save the special email address of the letter to your computer'ssave the special email address of the letter to your computer's
clipboardclipboard
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5. Open the online application again, and "Paste" the document email5. Open the online application again, and "Paste" the document email
address in the field where the application asks for youraddress in the field where the application asks for your
recommender's addressrecommender's address

6. Send Request6. Send Request

You will probably be asked to review and confirm, then send your request, something like the
image below:
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7. Back in Dossier, click "Continue"7. Back in Dossier, click "Continue"

8. You're all done!8. You're all done!

 Once we receive the request, we will upload the letter from your Dossier to the online
application system.
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 Depending on the system, it may take Interoflio a day or more to receive the request.

 Some systems require the uploader to answer additional questions in order to upload
a letter. We will leave those questions empty or select "N/A" when possible. However, if
the questions are required and we cannot answer them, we will cancel the request and
notify you.

If the online application gives you a link to a website where your
letter writer can upload your letter:

Follow the instructions below, and we will upload the letter you want to send to the URL you
were provided.

1. Select "You provide a link to your recommenders"1. Select "You provide a link to your recommenders"
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2. Enter the name of the organization and the URL you were given, and2. Enter the name of the organization and the URL you were given, and
click "Next"click "Next"
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3. Select the letters you want to send, and click "Continue"3. Select the letters you want to send, and click "Continue"

4. Review, Confirm, and click "Submit Delivery"4. Review, Confirm, and click "Submit Delivery"
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You will see a confirmation message confirming your letter uploadYou will see a confirmation message confirming your letter upload
request has been successfully submittedrequest has been successfully submitted

You can check the status of your confidential letter uploads onYou can check the status of your confidential letter uploads on
the "Deliveries" pagethe "Deliveries" page

Scroll down the page to see "Sent Deliveries," and note the "Status"Scroll down the page to see "Sent Deliveries," and note the "Status"
columncolumn
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Why hasn't my online application delivery been created yet?Why hasn't my online application delivery been created yet?

Occasionally, online application requests from third party application systems do not reach
Interfolio. This can happen for a few reasons:

• The application hasn't processed your letter writer data yet, and therefore hasn't sent us a
request yet

• The document email address was entered incorrectly
• A special character (like an accent) is preventing us from processing the email request

correctly
• An error occurred within the third-party application

What you should do:What you should do:

1. Contact us immediately at help@interfolio.com to let us know. We may be able to match an
orphan request received by our server to your account

2. If we can't match your request with your account, we will ask you to try to re-request the
letter on the application system

3. If you can't re-request a letter, Interfolio will need to contact the receiving institution to
figure out the best way to resolve the situation

 Please monitor your pending deliveries closely and let us know if you're expecting a
delivery that hasn't come in yet.

How to resend cancelled a delivery to an online applicationHow to resend cancelled a delivery to an online application
systemsystem

 Note (Nov 16, 2017): The following information is for an upcoming release. The
resubmit feature is not yet available. Please contact Scholar Services at
help@interfolio.com if you need help resubmitting an online application delivery.

If your online application delivery was canceled and you have resolved the issue (purchased
more delivery credits, reactivated your account, etc) than you can resubmit the letter from your
deliveries screen.

Navigate to your deliveries screenNavigate to your deliveries screen

From the dashboard, select the deliveries button.
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Locate the relevant delivery and select the 'Resubmit' actionLocate the relevant delivery and select the 'Resubmit' action
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Upload a Letter to Academic Jobs OnlineUpload a Letter to Academic Jobs Online

With an upgrade to a Dossier Deliver account, you can easily upload letters to Academic
Jobs Online. To get started, make sure you have upgraded to Dossier Deliver, then follow
the instructions for uploading letters to online application systems; Confidential Letters
Upload. Once you've uploaded your materials, open a new browser window and follow the
instructions below.

1. Open your Academic Jobs Online application, and navigate to1. Open your Academic Jobs Online application, and navigate to
the area where you can add information about your referencesthe area where you can add information about your references

2. Add each of your letter writers. Make sure you substitute2. Add each of your letter writers. Make sure you substitute
your corresponding Interfolio document email address in theyour corresponding Interfolio document email address in the
email address fieldemail address field

3. Check the box labeled "Email Notify on Submit" for each of3. Check the box labeled "Email Notify on Submit" for each of
your entriesyour entries

 Do notDo not check any of the boxes under the affiliation field, including “check here to
indicate that this person will upload letters on behalf of my writers"
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4. Once you've added an entry for each reference, submit the4. Once you've added an entry for each reference, submit the
form so Academic Jobs Online can notify Interfolioform so Academic Jobs Online can notify Interfolio

5. Once Interfolio receives a notification from Academic Jobs5. Once Interfolio receives a notification from Academic Jobs
Online, a delivery is automatically created in your accountOnline, a delivery is automatically created in your account

6. Once you check out and pay for your deliveries, Interfolio will6. Once you check out and pay for your deliveries, Interfolio will
upload them to your application in one to three business daysupload them to your application in one to three business days

In a rush?In a rush?

Email help@interfolio.com after checking out your documents to alert us of your deadline, and
we will do our best to have your documents uploaded in time!
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Manage the Letters of Recommendation YouManage the Letters of Recommendation You
Have RequestedHave Requested

Interfolio's Dossier allows you to easily request and manage confidential letters of
recommendation.

From the "Letters" section of your Dossier account, you can view details of your requests,
resend requests, and keep organized the letters of recommendation you have asked others
to write, as well as letters of recommendation other Interfolio users have requested from
you.

Click "Letters" on your dashboard to access the "Letters"Click "Letters" on your dashboard to access the "Letters"
section of your Dossier accountsection of your Dossier account

"My Letters of Recommendation""My Letters of Recommendation"

On the "Letters" page, a list of the letters you have requested will appear on the tab labeled "My
Letters of Recommendation."
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Filter the list of letters by status or search by keywordFilter the list of letters by status or search by keyword

You can filter the list of letters by status, or search the list using keywords from the letter title.

 Statuses include:

• CompletedCompleted: Your letter writer has succesfully uploaded the requested letter, and the
letter is available in your Dossier.

• ConvertingConverting: The requested letter has been uploaded and is being converted to a PDF file
in our system. When conversion is finished, the letter will be available in your Dossier.

• DeclinedDeclined: The request to write a letter has been declined by the letter writer.
• ErrorError: There is a problem with the uploaded document. See Correct a Document Error.
• PendingPending: The letter request has been accepted, but the letter writer has not yet

uploaded the letter of recommendation.
• RequestedRequested: The letter has been requested, but the letter writer has not yet accepted or

declined the invitation to write the recommendation.
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Click "View Details" (to the right of the page) to see informationClick "View Details" (to the right of the page) to see information
about the requested letter, including a history of the letterabout the requested letter, including a history of the letter
requestrequest
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View "Details:"View "Details:"

You can see information about the request including the title, type, recommender, due date,
and the document email address you would use to upload the letter to an online application
system. If the letter is not confidential, and has already been uploaded, you can see the
document in the reader. The text of confidential letters will not appear in the reader.

View "History:"View "History:"

The history tab displays information about the request and the document once it is uploaded.
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Resend a letter request:Resend a letter request:

To resend a letter request, click "Re-send Request," under the "Actions" column to the right of
the page, as shown below.
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What does it mean when the requested letterWhat does it mean when the requested letter
or evaluation is Pending?or evaluation is Pending?
When a requested letter/evaluated is still listed as 'Pending' it means that Interfolio has not yet
received a letter from the letter writer. If the letter writer needs further assistance, they should
reach out to help@interfolio.com and speak with our Scholar Services team.
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Add Materials to Your DossierAdd Materials to Your Dossier
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Upload and Manage Materials with YourUpload and Manage Materials with Your
Dossier AccountDossier Account

You can store a variety of materials in your Dossier account including letters of
recommendation, supporting documents such as CV's and cover letters, and examples of
your writing and research.

We accept a range of file types and formats including videos, and links to webpages.

You can add tags to your materials so you can quickly locate them, organize your materials
into collections for specific purposes, and view a history of changes made to your materials.

We will store your materials even after your account expires, so they’ll be there if you renew
your account a few years later.

This article covers the procedures for uploading materials to your Dossier.

1. To get started, click "Materials" on your account dashboard1. To get started, click "Materials" on your account dashboard
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2. To add materials such as document and image files, click2. To add materials such as document and image files, click
"Add Files" on your "My Materials" page"Add Files" on your "My Materials" page

3. Drag & drop or browse to upload files3. Drag & drop or browse to upload files

 You can add multiple files at one time.
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4. Select the type of material for each file you are uploading4. Select the type of material for each file you are uploading

Choose the material type from the dropdown menuChoose the material type from the dropdown menu
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5. Give your files titles that will make them east to find in your5. Give your files titles that will make them east to find in your
DossierDossier
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6. Click "Add"6. Click "Add"

The uploaded material will appear in your DossierThe uploaded material will appear in your Dossier

 Depending on the size of the file, it will take a few moments for our system to convert
your document. When it's finished, the status will change from "Converting"
to "Received."

See here for more information on document and requested letter statuses.

 You may need to refresh your browser to update the status.
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You can click the file title to preview it in your browser and view
a history of changes

The preview displays how your material will appear to reviewers:The preview displays how your material will appear to reviewers:

 You can also edit the title and type of the file from the preview page.
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Click the "History" tab to view a history of changes made to theClick the "History" tab to view a history of changes made to the
documentdocument
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To add video to your Dossier account:

 We currently support linking to videos with YouTube and Vimeo URLs.

1. Open the Video tab in the "Add File" window1. Open the Video tab in the "Add File" window

2. Give your video a title2. Give your video a title
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3. Indicate what type of material you are adding3. Indicate what type of material you are adding

 The default is "Video," but you can indicate that your video file is to serve as another
type of material, such as a personal statement or an essay.

4. Enter a YouTube or Vimeo URL linking to your video4. Enter a YouTube or Vimeo URL linking to your video

 The URL must be to a video hosted on YouTube or Vimeo.
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5. Enter a description to provide information or context for your video5. Enter a description to provide information or context for your video
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6. Click "Add" and the video will be added to the list of materials in6. Click "Add" and the video will be added to the list of materials in
your Dossieryour Dossier

7. Click the title to preview your video7. Click the title to preview your video
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You can edit the title and description of the video from the previewYou can edit the title and description of the video from the preview
windowwindow
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To include a link to a webpage in your Dossier materials:

1. Open the "Webpage" tab of the "Add File" window1. Open the "Webpage" tab of the "Add File" window

2. Give your webpage a title2. Give your webpage a title
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3. Indicate what type of material you are adding3. Indicate what type of material you are adding

 The default is "Link," but you can click the dropdown menu and desgnate your
webpage as another type of material, such as a personal statement or an essay.

4. Enter the URL of the webpage4. Enter the URL of the webpage

 Make sure you include the prefix, such as http://
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5. Enter a description to provide information or context for your5. Enter a description to provide information or context for your
webpagewebpage
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6. Click "Add," and the link to your webpage will be added to the list of6. Click "Add," and the link to your webpage will be added to the list of
materials in your Dossiermaterials in your Dossier

7. Click the title to preview your webpage7. Click the title to preview your webpage
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You can edit the title and description of the video from the previewYou can edit the title and description of the video from the preview
windowwindow

The preview shows how the link will appear to reviewersThe preview shows how the link will appear to reviewers

 Note that clicking the link will open the webpage in a new broswer tab. This is true
when you preview the link, and is also how the link will work for the person reviewing
your materials.
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Organizing your materials using tags:

 Tags are bits of text that can help you organize your materials. See here for more
information on using tags to organize your materials.

1. Select a file in the list of materials to create a new tag1. Select a file in the list of materials to create a new tag
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2. Click "Tag" to create or add a tag to the selected files2. Click "Tag" to create or add a tag to the selected files

3. Click the "plus" sign to add a tag to a document3. Click the "plus" sign to add a tag to a document
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Create Collections of your Materials

Click "Add To" to add materials to a collection or to create a newClick "Add To" to add materials to a collection or to create a new
collectioncollection

 See here for more information on organizing your materials into collections.

Renaming your Documents

If you want to rename your document, you can do so when you are adding it to a delivery or
Interfolio Faculty Search application.

Follow along below to rename the default document title within your Dossier.
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Renaming your Confidential Letters

From the dashboard, click on the Letters linkFrom the dashboard, click on the Letters link

Click on the View Details document for the relevant documentClick on the View Details document for the relevant document
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Click the in the Title box to modify itClick the in the Title box to modify it

When finished editing the title of the document, click on the Save buttonWhen finished editing the title of the document, click on the Save button
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Renaming your Materials

From the dashboard, click on the Materials linkFrom the dashboard, click on the Materials link
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Click the blue, document title linkClick the blue, document title link

Click in the Title text boxClick in the Title text box
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After the modifying the title, click the Save buttonAfter the modifying the title, click the Save button
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Link to Webpages in Your DossierLink to Webpages in Your Dossier

Follow the instructions below to include a link to a webpage as part of your Dossier.

Access your Dossier by clicking "Materials" on your accountAccess your Dossier by clicking "Materials" on your account
screenscreen

Click "Add Files"Click "Add Files"
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Open the "Webpage" tab of the "Add File" windowOpen the "Webpage" tab of the "Add File" window

Give your webpage a titleGive your webpage a title

Indicate what type of material you are addingIndicate what type of material you are adding
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The default is "Link," but you can click the dropdown menu and desgnate your
webpage as another type of material, such as a personal statement or an essay.

Enter the URL of the webpageEnter the URL of the webpage

 Make sure you include the prefix, such as http://
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Enter a description to provide information or context for yourEnter a description to provide information or context for your
webpagewebpage
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Click "Add," and the link to your webpage will be added to theClick "Add," and the link to your webpage will be added to the
list of materials in your Dossierlist of materials in your Dossier

Click the title to preview your webpageClick the title to preview your webpage
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You can edit the title and description of the video from theYou can edit the title and description of the video from the
preview windowpreview window

The preview shows how the link will appear to reviewersThe preview shows how the link will appear to reviewers

 Note that clicking the link will open the webpage in a new broswer tab. This is true
when you preview the link, and is also how the link will work for the person reviewing
your materials.
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Add Youtube and Vimeo Videos to Your DossierAdd Youtube and Vimeo Videos to Your Dossier

You can add video to your Dossier account by linking to YouTube or Vimeo videos.

 If you want to share your video only with the people reviewing your materials, you can
control who has access to the video by changing the privacy settings for your video in
YouTube or Vimeo.

See here for instructions on sharing a URL to a protected YouTube or Vimeo video.

Access your Dossier by clicking "Materials" on your accountAccess your Dossier by clicking "Materials" on your account
screenscreen
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Click "Add Files"Click "Add Files"

Open the Video tab in the "Add File" windowOpen the Video tab in the "Add File" window
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Give your video a titleGive your video a title

Indicate what type of material you are addingIndicate what type of material you are adding

 The default is "Video," but you can indicate that your video file is to serve as another
type of material, such as a personal statement or an essay.
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Enter a YouTube or Vimeo URL linking to your videoEnter a YouTube or Vimeo URL linking to your video

 The URL must be to a video hosted on YouTube or Vimeo.
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Enter a description to provide information or context for yourEnter a description to provide information or context for your
videovideo

Click "Add" and the video will be added to the list of materials inClick "Add" and the video will be added to the list of materials in
your Dossieryour Dossier
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Click the title to preview your videoClick the title to preview your video

You can edit the title and description of the video from theYou can edit the title and description of the video from the
preview windowpreview window

 You can also delete or archive your video from the preview screen.
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Share Access to a Protected YouTube or VimeoShare Access to a Protected YouTube or Vimeo
VideoVideo

If you include a link to a YouTube or Vimeo video with your materials, you may want to
make sure only your reviewers or committee members can see the video. In that case, you
will need to restrict access to the video in the privacy settings of YouTube or Vimeo.

Both YouTube and Vimeo have different options for controlling access to videos hosted on
their sites, but the methods outlined below will work best for linking to protected content
from within our program.

Note that to share a a private link for a Vimeo video, you will need a paid account.

For YouTube URLs:For YouTube URLs:

 Videos uploaded to YouTube are set as "public" by default, but you can control the
privacy setting when uploading a video or edit the privacy settings for videos you have
already uploaded.

Change the privacy settings for your YouTube video to "Unlisted"Change the privacy settings for your YouTube video to "Unlisted"
before adding the YouTube URL to your materialsbefore adding the YouTube URL to your materials

We recommend setting the privacy for YouTube hosted videos to "unlisted" before adding the
URL to your materials.

With this setting, your video will not come up in search results or appear listed on your
YouTube channel.

Only those who know the link can view it, and you can share the link with anyone, even those
who do not have a YouTube account or username.

When uploading your video to YouTube, select "Unlisted" as the privacy setting, or go to your
"Video Manager," find the video and select "Unlisted" from the dropdown menu.

See here for more instructions on setting the privacy of YouTube videos.
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 Note that anyone with the link can view an unlisted video on YouTube. It is concievable
that a reviewer may share the link. If you are concerned, you may want to include a
note in the description asking reviewers not to share the link.

The video below explains more about YouTube privacy settings

For Vimeo URLs:For Vimeo URLs:

 Vimeo requires a paid account to share a private link to a video.

See here for more instructions on managing privacy settings in Vimeo.

 It will not work to share a link to a password protected video hosted in Vimeo.
Currently the only option is to create a paid account and share a private link.
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Transfer Documents From Your Career CenterTransfer Documents From Your Career Center
or Academic Departmentor Academic Department

If you would like to have documents presently stored with a current or previous institution
uploaded to your Interfolio account, first check with the institution to see which transfer
method they would like to use. There are two primary options:

1. Your institution can MailMail documents to Interfolio
2. Your institution can EmailEmail documents to Interfolio.

Mail documents from your institution to Interfolio:Mail documents from your institution to Interfolio:

1. Create your Dossier account (if you haven’t already): Sign Up for Dossier
2. Download the InterfolioInterfolio File Transfer FormFile Transfer Form
3. Fill out the File Transfer FormFile Transfer Form and provide it to your institution to include with your mailed

materials. Once your documents arrive, they’ll be scanned and uploaded to your Dossier
account in 1-3 business days

Email documents from your institution to Interfolio:Email documents from your institution to Interfolio:

1. Create your Dossier account (if you haven’t already) Sign Up for Dossier
2. Instruct your institution to email the documents in one email to conversions@interfolio.com
3. Once your documents arrive, they’ll be uploaded to your Dossier account in 1-3 business

days
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Add Transcripts to Your Dossier AccountAdd Transcripts to Your Dossier Account

You can store a variety of documents in your Interfolio Dossier, including transcripts. We
will store your documents even after your account expires, so they’ll be there if you renew
your account a few years later.

 Please Note:Please Note:

• Interfolio does not distinguish between official and unofficial transcripts, because any
transcript we send out will be a copy of the original, since we scan mailed documents
that we receive

• Positions hosted through Interfolio that require a "Transcript" will accept either
unofficial or official transcripts

• For non-interfolio applications, most universities want "official" transcripts to be paper
copies straight from the school, so you should check with the recipient to ensure they
accept transcripts from Interfolio

1. Click "Materials" on your dashboard1. Click "Materials" on your dashboard
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2. Click2. Click "Add Files""Add Files" on youron your "Materials" page"Materials" page

3. Drag and drop your transcript file and click "Add," or "Browse3. Drag and drop your transcript file and click "Add," or "Browse
To Upload" the fileTo Upload" the file
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4. Title4. Title your transcript (i.e. Undergraduate Transcript)your transcript (i.e. Undergraduate Transcript)

The title you give the document will be the title used by Interfolio when we send deliveries on
your behalf.
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5. Select "Transcript" as the5. Select "Transcript" as the document typedocument type from the dropdownfrom the dropdown
listlist
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6. Select "Choose File," upload your transcript and click "Add"6. Select "Choose File," upload your transcript and click "Add"

Your document will appear in your Dossier with theYour document will appear in your Dossier with the
statusstatus "Converting" until it is processed"Converting" until it is processed

 Depending on the size of the file, it will take a few moments for our system to convert
your document. When it's finished, the status will change to "Received" (you may need
to refresh your browser to update the status).
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Dossier Institution: UseDossier Institution: Use
Guidelines and Collections toGuidelines and Collections to
Prepare for ReviewsPrepare for Reviews
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Use Guidelines From Your Institution toUse Guidelines From Your Institution to
Prepare for ReviewsPrepare for Reviews

If you have access to Dossier through your institution, the institution may post guidelines in
Dossier to guide you in assembling materials for particular review processes such as annual
performance reviews, promotion reviews, etc. You can search for and save these guidelines,
and reference them as a checklist as you prepare for future reviews.

When preparing for a review using the guidelines feature, you can automatically assemble
collections of materials that meet the requirements of the review. When the time comes,
you can easily transfer the materials you've assembled in that collection over to the official
review packet.

This article explains how to start using guidelines to prepare for your upcoming reviews.

 "Guidelines" are only available to users whose institution subscribes to the feature.

1. Navigate to the "Materials" section of your Dossier account1. Navigate to the "Materials" section of your Dossier account
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2. Click the "Guidelines" button at the top of the materials page2. Click the "Guidelines" button at the top of the materials page

 The "Guidelines" button will only display if the feature is available at your institution. If
it does not display, it is not available.

3. Search for guidelines3. Search for guidelines

Select a unit from the dropdown menuSelect a unit from the dropdown menu
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You can search for guidelines within the selected unit using keywordsYou can search for guidelines within the selected unit using keywords

4. Preview guidelines:4. Preview guidelines:

Click the title to open a preview of the guidelineClick the title to open a preview of the guideline
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Any candidate instructions, document, and form requirementsAny candidate instructions, document, and form requirements
associated with the guideline will displayassociated with the guideline will display

5. Save the guidelines you want to use5. Save the guidelines you want to use
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Saved guidelines will appear at the top of the "Guidelines" page, forSaved guidelines will appear at the top of the "Guidelines" page, for
quick referencequick reference

6. Click "Prepare for this review" to the right of the page6. Click "Prepare for this review" to the right of the page
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7. Enter a name to create a collection of materials for the7. Enter a name to create a collection of materials for the
reviewreview

Create a collection to help you prepare for the review. Once you create a collection, you can add
materials while viewing guidelines for the review.
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A page will appear where you can add materials to the collection whileA page will appear where you can add materials to the collection while
viewing the guidelines for the reviewviewing the guidelines for the review
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8. Click "View Instructions" to the right of the page to view8. Click "View Instructions" to the right of the page to view
instructions for review candidates (if any)instructions for review candidates (if any)

This will display any instructions to candidates about assembling theThis will display any instructions to candidates about assembling the
review packet, and any other procedures, or policies at the institutionreview packet, and any other procedures, or policies at the institution
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9. Add materials to the collection to meet the guidelines
displayed on the right side of the screen

Creating a collection will open a page where you can view the guidelines for the review and add
materials.
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You can add materials already uploaded to your Dossier, or add newYou can add materials already uploaded to your Dossier, or add new
filesfiles

You can also add materials from a collection you've previouslyYou can also add materials from a collection you've previously
assembledassembled

Open the collections tab and select a collection.
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Add files from the collection to satisfy the guidelines for the review.
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10. As you add materials, we suggest you tag them with the
name of the guideline requirement they satisfy

To add a tag, select the document, click the "Tag" button, and enterTo add a tag, select the document, click the "Tag" button, and enter
your tagyour tag
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When your review starts and you want to add materials, simply openWhen your review starts and you want to add materials, simply open
this collection and filter by tag to find the materials for eachthis collection and filter by tag to find the materials for each
requirementrequirement
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Collections you create based on guidelines will appear listed on theCollections you create based on guidelines will appear listed on the
"Collections" tab of your Dossier materials page"Collections" tab of your Dossier materials page

11. When it's time for your review, add materials from the
guideline collection to the official review packet

Open your review packetOpen your review packet
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Click "Work on Packet"Click "Work on Packet"

Click to add filesClick to add files
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Open the collections tab, and select the collection you createdOpen the collections tab, and select the collection you created
according to the guidelinesaccording to the guidelines
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Select the file to addSelect the file to add

Rinse and repeat, and you will have your review packet done in noRinse and repeat, and you will have your review packet done in no
time!time!
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Manage Your Dossier MaterialsManage Your Dossier Materials
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Create Collections of Your MaterialsCreate Collections of Your Materials

You can organize the materials in your Dossier by creating "Collections" of related
materials. In Dossier, a collection is simply a group of materials gathered into one place to
make them easier to find and to even share at a later date if you have upgraded to Dossier
Deliver or have a Dossier institution account.

 Use our collections feature to gather together materials for any purpose. For example,
create a collection of materials you are going to use for a specific job application. You
could also create a collection that gathers together materials you typically use for
applying to particular types of positions or fellowships.

1. To access the collections feature, navigate to the "Materials"
page of your Dossier:

Click "Materials" from your Account screenClick "Materials" from your Account screen
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2. Click the "Collections" tab2. Click the "Collections" tab

3. Click "Add Collection"3. Click "Add Collection"
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4. Name your collection4. Name your collection

5. Click the name of your collection to begin adding materials5. Click the name of your collection to begin adding materials
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6. Click "Add Materials"

Add existing materials from your Dossier, or upload new materials toAdd existing materials from your Dossier, or upload new materials to
add to the collectionadd to the collection
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You can also add materials from other collections you've createdYou can also add materials from other collections you've created

The materials you add are gathered into the collectionThe materials you add are gathered into the collection
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You can also add materials to a collection from the "All
Materials" tab

1. Open "All Materials" and select one of more files in the list to add1. Open "All Materials" and select one of more files in the list to add
them to a collection. A new button will appear to the right of the page.them to a collection. A new button will appear to the right of the page.
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2. Click "Add To" and either select an existing collection or create a new2. Click "Add To" and either select an existing collection or create a new
oneone

To add tags to materials in a collection:

 It may be useful to create and add tags to your materials so they are easy to find, to
create reminders for yourself, or for any purpose you choose.
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Select the materials you want to tagSelect the materials you want to tag

Click "Tag" to add or create a tag to add to the selected materialsClick "Tag" to add or create a tag to add to the selected materials
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Add the new tag and click to saveAdd the new tag and click to save

Click the X to remove a tag,or the plus sign to add anotherClick the X to remove a tag,or the plus sign to add another
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To remove materials from a collection:

Select the materials you want to removeSelect the materials you want to remove
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Click "Remove"Click "Remove"

Confirm that you want to remove the materialsConfirm that you want to remove the materials

 When you remove materials from a collection, you are not removing them from
Dossier. The materials will remain in the list under "My Materials," and will remain in
other collections.
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To edit the name, or delete a collection:

Click "Select" to the right of the page where your collections are listed,Click "Select" to the right of the page where your collections are listed,
and select "Edit" or "Delete"and select "Edit" or "Delete"

 Deleting a collection will not remove the materials it contains from your Dossier.

To share and receive feedback on a collection:To share and receive feedback on a collection:

Click here to learn more about feedback and sharing for collections.
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Use Tags to Organize Your Dossier MaterialsUse Tags to Organize Your Dossier Materials

You can create and apply tags to help organize the materials in your Dossier account. You
can create a tag and apply it to multiple files, or apply tags to files one at a time. You can
also filter the list of materials using tags. To get started, navigate to the "My Materials" page
of your Dossier.

To create and apply a tag to a file:

1. Click the addition symbol under the file title and click "Add New Tag"1. Click the addition symbol under the file title and click "Add New Tag"
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2. Enter the new tag and click "Save"2. Enter the new tag and click "Save"

The tag will appear under the document titleThe tag will appear under the document title
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Repeat the process to add as many tags as necessaryRepeat the process to add as many tags as necessary

To add a tag to more than one item in the list:

Select multiple files and click the "Tag" button to the right of the pageSelect multiple files and click the "Tag" button to the right of the page

You can choose to apply an existing tag to the selected files, or create a new one.
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To "Filter" the list of materials according to the tags you have
added:

Click "Filter"Click "Filter"

Select the tag(s) from the listSelect the tag(s) from the list
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Only items with the selected tag will display in the listOnly items with the selected tag will display in the list
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Use Filters to Quickly Find Materials in YourUse Filters to Quickly Find Materials in Your
DossierDossier

The list of materials in your Dossier can get quite long, but you can filter the list to help you
find documents quickly.

Click the "Filter" buttonClick the "Filter" button at the top of your list of Dossierat the top of your list of Dossier
materialsmaterials
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Choose to filter the list by type, tags, or date addedChoose to filter the list by type, tags, or date added

The filtered list will displayThe filtered list will display

The selected filters appear across the top of the list. You can dismiss filters by clicking the "x."
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To filter by date added, simply select a date range using theTo filter by date added, simply select a date range using the
calendarcalendar
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Only materials added in that range will displayOnly materials added in that range will display
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Preview the Materials in Your DossierPreview the Materials in Your Dossier

You can preview the materials in your Dossier, including video and webpages, to see how
your materials will appear to reviewers. You can also edit the title and type of the materials
in your Dossier, and track the changes made to your materials.

The article below explains how to preview and edit your Dossier materials.

(See here for more information on previewing video links, and here for information on
previewing web links included in your Dossier.)

Click "Materials" on your account screenClick "Materials" on your account screen
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Find the material you want to preview or edit, and click the fileFind the material you want to preview or edit, and click the file
title to preview it in your browsertitle to preview it in your browser

The preview displays how your material will appear toThe preview displays how your material will appear to
reviewersreviewers
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You will be prompted to save when you make changes to theYou will be prompted to save when you make changes to the
title or type of the materialtitle or type of the material

The "History" tab displays a record of changes to the materialThe "History" tab displays a record of changes to the material

The history tab allows you to track when materials were uploaded or updated, when a letter
was replaced with a new version by a letter writer, lists the applications to which the material
has been added, and tracks changes made to the title and type of the material.

See here for more information on viewing the history of your materials.
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View History of Changes Made to Materials inView History of Changes Made to Materials in
Your DossierYour Dossier

You can track changes made to your materials from the "History" tab that appears when
previewing your materials. This feature allows you to manage large, evolving portfolios of
materials by keeping track of information such as when and where you send materials,
when materials are updated, and when requested letters are updated or replaced by letter
writers.

Click "Materials" on your account screenClick "Materials" on your account screen
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Find the material you want to manage, and click the file title toFind the material you want to manage, and click the file title to
preview it in your browserpreview it in your browser

The preview displays how your material will appear to reviewersThe preview displays how your material will appear to reviewers
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Click the "History" tab to view a history of changes made andClick the "History" tab to view a history of changes made and
actions taken on your materialsactions taken on your materials

 Use this feature to track:Use this feature to track:

• When your materials are updated
• When you requested or received a letter of recommendation from a letter writer
• When a letter writer replaced a recommedation with a newer version
• In which applications you’ve included a specific document or other type of materials
• When you change the title or type of the material (so you can see, for instance, if you

have included the document with a differernt title or type in a specific application)
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Notifications In DossierNotifications In Dossier

Users receive notifications and reminders of some pending and recent actions in Dossier. If
you have multiple Interfolio accounts (for instance; Letter Writer, and your own personal
Dossier) you will see notifications for all accounts in one place, although your information
will remain private between accounts. You can see notifications in the upper right corner,
or, if you click "View all notifications," you'll be able to see all of your upcoming tasks on a
single screen.

Click the notifications icon in the upper right corner of theClick the notifications icon in the upper right corner of the
Accounts dashboard to view notificationsAccounts dashboard to view notifications

You will see a bell shaped icon in the upper right corner of the screen indicating the number of
unread notifications.
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Notifications appear in a dropdown list organized by productNotifications appear in a dropdown list organized by product

Click "View All Notifications" to view the Notifications CenterClick "View All Notifications" to view the Notifications Center
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Notifications for all products appear in one central locationNotifications for all products appear in one central location
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Archive and Store DossierArchive and Store Dossier
MaterialsMaterials
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Archive Materials in Your DossierArchive Materials in Your Dossier

To keep your materials organized, you can archive old letters, outdated transcripts, used
cover letters, and other materials from past applications.

Archiving a file will remove it from display on your "All Materials" tab and from your list of
available documents when sending a delivery. You can archive materials one at a time, or
archive multiple files at once. Follow the directions below to archive or unarchive materials.

 Archived materials are not deleted.are not deleted. They will appear listed on the "Archived Materials"
tab of your Dossier.

Click "Materials" on your account screenClick "Materials" on your account screen

On your "Materials" page, select one or more files and click theOn your "Materials" page, select one or more files and click the
"Archive" button when it appears on the page"Archive" button when it appears on the page
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You must select a file from the list. The "Archive" button will only display when one or
more files is selected.

 Check the box at the top of the list will select all materials in the list.

Confirm your decision by clicking "Archive" againConfirm your decision by clicking "Archive" again
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The files will now disappear from the list of active materials andThe files will now disappear from the list of active materials and
will appear when you open the "Archived Materials" tabwill appear when you open the "Archived Materials" tab
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You can also archive documents one at a time when viewing theYou can also archive documents one at a time when viewing the
document detailsdocument details

Click the name of the document you want to archiveClick the name of the document you want to archive
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Click "Archive" at the bottom left of the "Edit Document" windowClick "Archive" at the bottom left of the "Edit Document" window
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To unarchive materials:To unarchive materials:

Select the "Archived Materials" tabSelect the "Archived Materials" tab
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Select the materials to unarchive and click the "Unarchive" button toSelect the materials to unarchive and click the "Unarchive" button to
the right of the pagethe right of the page
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View Your Archived MaterialsView Your Archived Materials

Archiving your documents removes them from your main documents view and delivery
creation screen, but does not permanently delete or remove them. It's easy to access
archived documents when you need them. Here's how:

Click "Materials" on your account screenClick "Materials" on your account screen
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Select the "Archived Materials" tabSelect the "Archived Materials" tab
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Delete Materials From Your DossierDelete Materials From Your Dossier

You can delete materials from your Dossier that have not been included in an application or
delivery. The option to delete will only appear on materials that have not been included in
an application or delivery. The process is the same to delete files from either the "All
Materials" or "Archived Materials" tabs.

Click "Materials" on your account screenClick "Materials" on your account screen
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Select the file you want to deleteSelect the file you want to delete

If the file has not been used in an application, the option toIf the file has not been used in an application, the option to
delete will appear at the bottom of the preview windowdelete will appear at the bottom of the preview window
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Document Storage and Return PolicyDocument Storage and Return Policy

How long will Interfolio store my documents?How long will Interfolio store my documents?

Interfolio accounts do not expire. Even when your subscription is not renewed, we will store
documents in your account, and you can renew at any time.

Can I have my documents returned to me?Can I have my documents returned to me?

After scanning your mailed documents and placing them in your Dossier account, Interfolio
securely shreds the original paper copies within three months of receipt. If you need your
original copies returned to you, within that time frame, please contact help@interfolio.com for
assistance.

You can access your documents electronically by exporting all the data and documents from
your account into a zipped file from the Account Settings page.

Note:Note: Confidential letters can only be returned to the original letter writer.
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Download All Data and Documents From YourDownload All Data and Documents From Your
AccountAccount

You have the option to download a zipped file containing a record of all transactions and
documents added to your account.

Note:Note: This excludes confidential letters of recommendation.

Navigate to Account SettingsNavigate to Account Settings

You can access Account Settings the upper right corner of any screen in the program by clicking
your name and selecting "Account Settings."
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Click to open the "Subscription & Billing" tabClick to open the "Subscription & Billing" tab

Click the link labeled "Download All Data & Documents" toClick the link labeled "Download All Data & Documents" to
download a zipped export of your account data and documentsdownload a zipped export of your account data and documents
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Medical and Dental SchoolMedical and Dental School
SupportSupport
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How can I use Interfolio's Dossier Deliver for myHow can I use Interfolio's Dossier Deliver for my
medical or dental school application?medical or dental school application?
First, you will need to create a free account with Interfolio's Dossier service, and then upgrade
to Dossier Deliver (annual fee of $48 for 50 deliveries). With Dossier, you can collect, store and
manage all of your letters in one place. With Dossier Deliver, you can send confidential letters
and other materials to medical school applications. We partner with some medical schools and
associations such as AMCAS, AACOMAS, AADSAS and TMDSAS to make letter management
easier for you.

Remember, with Dossier Deliver:

• Letters remain confidential, but you control where they go and when they get there.
• Letter writers only have to submit your letter of recommendation once to Interfolio, and

we’ll help get them sent to all of the schools you are applying to.
• We partner with AMCAS and some schools to make letter management easier for you.

See this article for more information on getting started: Create Your Free Interfolio Dossier
Account.
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What is the cost of using Interfolio's Dossier?What is the cost of using Interfolio's Dossier?
DossierDossier is a free service for collecting and managing academic materials including confidential
letters of recommendation.

With an upgrade to Dossier DeliverDossier Deliver, you can use your account to deliver letters of
recommendation and other application materials such as your CV, evaluations, and writing
samples where you need them to go.

Dossier DeliverDossier Deliver is a premium service that allows you to send up to 50 academic deliveries for a
flat annual fee of $48. Express options and overseas deliveries are also available for a
reasonable fee.

With Dossier DeliverDossier Deliver you can:

1. Apply Anywhere:Apply Anywhere: Send up to 50 deliveries of academic materials for under $50.
2. Get Full Support:Get Full Support: Focus on your application, not delivery details, with access to intelligent

customer support for all technical and submission issues.
3. Manage and Send Confidential Letters:Manage and Send Confidential Letters: Experience less hassle for letter writers (and

requesters) with a system for soliciting, storing, and sending confidential letters.
4. Collect and Curate:Collect and Curate: Use our single, secure location to gather and organize all necessary and

confidential academic documents.

And don't worry, even if your account expires, you can renew at any time, and we will still have
your letters on file.
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How do I collect and send my letters?How do I collect and send my letters?

1. Create your free Dossier account1. Create your free Dossier account

The first thing to do is sign up for a Dossier account. This will allow you to collect letters and
other materials into your Dossier account.

Once you are logged in and still would like step-by-step and more visual examples, click on your
name in the top right corner and select the "Help" option.

2. Upgrade to Dossier Deliver to send your letters and other2. Upgrade to Dossier Deliver to send your letters and other
materialsmaterials

In order to send materials from your Dossier, including confidential letters, you need to
upgrade to a Dossier Deliver account. Dossier Deliver gives you 50 deliveries in a an academic
year for an annual subscription fee of $48. .

3. Collect letters into your account by requesting3. Collect letters into your account by requesting
recommendationsrecommendations

Once you have signed up for Dossier Deliver, you will need to complete a recommendation
request form for each letter you'd like to submit.

Log in to your account to begin requesting recommendations.
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4. Apply through Interfolio4. Apply through Interfolio

Create a delivery to the school, and we will send your letter or attach it to your application once
we receive it from your letter writer.

 Interfolio is FERPA compliant through our processes and procedures taken when
handling of relevant documents. If you have any questions, please reach out to Scholar
Services at help@interfolio.com for more information.
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How do my letter writers submit a letter ofHow do my letter writers submit a letter of
recommendation to Interfolio?recommendation to Interfolio?
Your letter writer can either upload or mail a letter to Interfolio. But first, you will need to sign in
to your Interfolio account and complete a recommendation request.

Completing a recommendation request will prompt an email to your letter writer with
instructions for uploading or mailing the letter to Interfolio. Once the letter is received by
Interfolio, we will add it to your account and notify you by email.
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How can the letter writer include letterheadHow can the letter writer include letterhead
and signature?and signature?

It's recommended that letters be written on official letterhead, and include a hand-written
or digital signature of the writer.

How to add letterhead:How to add letterhead:

The easiest way to include letterhead is to have the writer type the letter in a template already
formatted with the letterhead.

Many universities and departments have standardized letterhead templates they provide to
professors and administrators. Most medical practices will also have letterhead templates for
doctors and staff.

How to include a signature:How to include a signature:

Usually, the easiest way to include a hand-written signature is to PrintPrint, SignSign, ScanScan, and UploadUpload
the letter. We recommend this process for professors or doctors who are less familiar with
computer technology.

 A quicker option is to create and include a Digital SignatureDigital Signature on Interfolio. Your letter
writer can see this link for information on adding a digital signature to a letter.

If you are unable to include a signature using one of the methods mentioned above, you can
include a handwritten signature and mail your letter to Interfolio.

Please mail letters to the following address:

Interfolio
1400 K Street NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005
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Can my letter writer mail the letter to Interfolio?Can my letter writer mail the letter to Interfolio?
We're happy to receive letters by mail. However, you will need to send a recommendation
request to your letter writer, even if the letter has already been written, and we will need your
letter writer to include an Interfolio-generated Document Request Form in the envelope. This is
to ensure that we get the letter into your account correctly, and as quickly as possible.

To get started, log in to your account and visit our Help Center, where you will find detailed
instructions for requesting letters through Interfolio.

Your letter writer can find instructions in this article on sending letters by mail at this article on
sending letters to Interfolio by mail.

When we receive the letter, we will scan it and upload it to your Dossier, and will send you an
email letting you know it is available for you to include in deliveries.
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I've applied and sent letters or documentsI've applied and sent letters or documents
before. Can I use those letters for futurebefore. Can I use those letters for future
application cycles?application cycles?
Absolutely! Interfolio won't delete your letters from your account, even if it expires. When you
decide to apply again, you can renew your Dossier Deliver subscription and have access to
sending those letters again.
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How do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters ofHow do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters of
recommendation to AMCAS?recommendation to AMCAS?
With an upgrade to Dossier deliver, you can use Interfolio to deliver documents electronically to
AMCAS. Before starting a delivery to AMCAS, you will need:

• Confidential letters of recommendationConfidential letters of recommendation uploaded to your Dossier account. For help see the
article Request a Confidential Letter of Recommendation Through Interfolio

• A subscription to Dossier DeliverA subscription to Dossier Deliver
• Your AAMC IDYour AAMC ID (found in your AMCAS application). Before you start a new delivery to AMCAS,

be sure to save your AAMC ID in your Interfolio Account SettingsAccount Settings. For help adding your IDs,
check out the article How Do I Add ID Numbers to My AMCAS Deliveries?

• A 7-digit AMCAS Letter IDAMCAS Letter ID (provided through the application) for each unique letter you’re
sending to AMCAS.

• You’ll need to match each unique letter ID to its corresponding letter during the delivery
creation process.

 Note: AMCAS has 3-5 days to post a letter to your account once we send the delivery
from our side.

1. From any application screen, click on your name in the upper1. From any application screen, click on your name in the upper
right corner, and go to "Account Settings" to add your AAMC IDright corner, and go to "Account Settings" to add your AAMC ID
(found in your AMCAS application) to your account(found in your AMCAS application) to your account

See here for more information on adding ID Numbers to your AMCAS deliveries.
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2. After adding your AAMC ID, navigate to the Deliveries page of2. After adding your AAMC ID, navigate to the Deliveries page of
your Dossieryour Dossier
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3. Click "New Delivery"3. Click "New Delivery"

4. Scroll down the page a bit, and type4. Scroll down the page a bit, and type "AMCAS" in the search"AMCAS" in the search
box, and select the appropriate letter servicebox, and select the appropriate letter service
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5. Click "AMCAS" to access the letter service for the current year5. Click "AMCAS" to access the letter service for the current year

6. Click "Start Application"6. Click "Start Application"
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7. Click "Add Document"7. Click "Add Document"

8. You can add a document from your Dossier or upload a new8. You can add a document from your Dossier or upload a new
filefile
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9. Click "Continue" when you are finished adding documents9. Click "Continue" when you are finished adding documents
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10. Enter the matching AMCAS Letter ID for each letter you are10. Enter the matching AMCAS Letter ID for each letter you are
sending, and click "Save Letter IDs" as shown belowsending, and click "Save Letter IDs" as shown below
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11. Click "Save Letter IDs"11. Click "Save Letter IDs"

12. Select your AAMC ID to include it with the delivery12. Select your AAMC ID to include it with the delivery
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13. Double-check your IDs!13. Double-check your IDs!

 If your IDs do not match correctly, we will not be able to correctly sync your delivery to
your AMCAS application.

14. Select the electronic delivery method, and click "Submit14. Select the electronic delivery method, and click "Submit
Application" when you are finishedApplication" when you are finished

AMCAS has 3-5 days to post a letter to your account once we send the delivery from our side.

For help with your AMCAS recommendation section, visit the AMCAS FAQ page.
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How do I Add ID Numbers to My Delivery?How do I Add ID Numbers to My Delivery?

If you are applying to a school through Dossier and have been asked to include ID numbers
with your delivery, follow the instructions below to save ID numbers to your account and
add an ID number to your delivery.

If necessary, you can associate delivery ID numbers with your deliveries, and document ID
numbers with particular materials. These numbers are not required by Interfolio, but some
institutions may require them. Follow the directions below

1. Save ID numbers to your account:

1.1. Log in to your account, click your name and navigate1.1. Log in to your account, click your name and navigate to "Accountto "Account
Settings"Settings"
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1.2. Navigate to the ID Numbers page1.2. Navigate to the ID Numbers page

1.3. Click the Add ID Number button1.3. Click the Add ID Number button

1.4. Select the type of ID (AAMC, AACOMAS,TMDSAS) from the1.4. Select the type of ID (AAMC, AACOMAS,TMDSAS) from the
dropdown menudropdown menu
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1.5. Enter an ID number and click to save1.5. Enter an ID number and click to save

 After completing this step, the ID will be saved in your account and available for you to
include on your delivery coversheets.

2. Include an ID number with your delivery:

ID numbers are associated with deliveries from the "Review & Confirmation Delivery" page
shown below. This screen comes up during the process of creating a delivery to AMCAS.
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2.1. Select the ID to add it (bottom right of the page)2.1. Select the ID to add it (bottom right of the page)

3. Enter the 7-digit letter ID from AMCAS and click "Save Letter3. Enter the 7-digit letter ID from AMCAS and click "Save Letter
IDs"IDs"

See here for more information on sending materials to AMCAS.
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How do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters ofHow do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters of
recommendation to AADSAS?recommendation to AADSAS?
If you have letters of recommendation stored in your Dossier account, with an upgrade to
Dossier Deliver, you can have Interfolio upload your letters directly to your AADSAS application
as a confidential letter upload.

We'll steer you to a unique Interfolio email address generated for each confidential letter of
recommendation stored in your account. You'll substitute this email address for your letter
writer's email address in the recommendation letter section of the AADSAS online application.

Typically, you only need to deliver each letter once from Interfolio to AADSAS, regardless of the
number of dental schools you're applying to.

The cost to you is 1 delivery credit per letter, and the processing time is 1-3 business days from
when you submit the delivery from your Dossier account.

Previously, AADSAS required applicants to submit their recommendations with accompanying
"matching forms." However, applications occurring within the 2016-17 application cycle and
beyond will **not** require such matching forms. Instead, you'll simply follow the steps found
in the link below to have your recommendations submitted to AADSAS.

Confidential Letter Uploads to Online Application Systems
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How do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters ofHow do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters of
recommendation to TMDSAS?recommendation to TMDSAS?

With an upgrade to Dossier Deliver, you can send letters of recommendation with your
TMDSAS application. You can find the full TMDSAS application instructions at
https://www.tmdsas.com/medical/application-instructions.html. Follow the steps below to
complete an electronic delivery to TMDSAS.

1. When requesting a letter of recommendation, your letter1. When requesting a letter of recommendation, your letter
writer just needs to submit their letter directly to Interfoliowriter just needs to submit their letter directly to Interfolio

2. Log in to your TMDSAS application and enter your letter2. Log in to your TMDSAS application and enter your letter
writer's name in the "Letters of Evaluation" sectionwriter's name in the "Letters of Evaluation" section

3. Select "Interfolio" from the drop-down menu for the3. Select "Interfolio" from the drop-down menu for the
question: "Indicate how your evaluator will send your letter toquestion: "Indicate how your evaluator will send your letter to
TMDSAS"TMDSAS"

4. Go back to your Interfolio account, click your name and select4. Go back to your Interfolio account, click your name and select
"Account Settings" to add"Account Settings" to add your TMDSAS ID to your accountyour TMDSAS ID to your account

For help adding your TMDSAS ID, check out the article Adding ID Numbers to Your Deliveries.

Your evaluator does not need to include the TMDSAS ID number on their letter if they are
submitting it to Interfolio.
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5. After adding your TMDSAS ID, navigate to the Deliveries5. After adding your TMDSAS ID, navigate to the Deliveries
section of your accountsection of your account

5.1. From your dashboard, click "Deliveries"5.1. From your dashboard, click "Deliveries"
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Click "New Delivery" in the upper right cornerClick "New Delivery" in the upper right corner

6. Type "TMDSAS" in the search box6. Type "TMDSAS" in the search box
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7. Select the position that appears for the application cycle to7. Select the position that appears for the application cycle to
which you are applyingwhich you are applying

8. Click "Start Application"8. Click "Start Application"
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9. Select documents to include in your delivery, and click9. Select documents to include in your delivery, and click
"Continue" when you are finished"Continue" when you are finished

 Note:Note: After adding your documents, be sure to add your TMDSAS ID to your delivery
before you process it.
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Click "I'd like to associate an ID number with this deliveryClick "I'd like to associate an ID number with this delivery

10. Select your TMDSAS ID to include it in your delivery, and10. Select your TMDSAS ID to include it in your delivery, and
click "Submit Delivery"click "Submit Delivery"
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See here for more information on adding application ID numbers to your account.
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How do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters ofHow do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters of
recommendation to AACOMAS?recommendation to AACOMAS?

If you have letters of recommendation stored in your Dossier account, with an upgrade to
Dossier Deliver, you can have Interfolio upload your letters directly to your AACOMAS
application as a confidential letter upload.

We'll steer you to a unique Interfolio email address generated for each confidential letter of
recommendation stored in your account. You'll substitute this email address for your letter
writer's email address in the recommendation letter section of the AACOMAS online
application.

Typically, you only need to deliver each letter once from Interfolio to AACOMAS, regardless
of the number of osteopathic schools you're applying to.

The cost to you is 1 delivery credit per letter, and the processing time is 1-3 business days
from when you submit the delivery from your Dossier account.

Simply follow the steps found in the link below to have your recommendations submitted
to AACOMAS:

Confidential Letter Uploads to Online Application Systems
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How do I send letters directly to an individualHow do I send letters directly to an individual
DO school?DO school?

With a subscription to Dossier Deliver, you can send the letters you have collected to the
schools where you are applying. Please follow these steps to send your letters.

 Please note that beginning with the 2016 application cycle, you can send your letters to
AACOMAS centrally using Interfolio's online application delivery service.

1. Make sure you have associated AACOMAS ID numbers with1. Make sure you have associated AACOMAS ID numbers with
your account from the "Account Settings" pageyour account from the "Account Settings" page

IDs are listed at the bottom of the Account Settings "Personal Information" tab.

See here for more information on How do I Add ID Numbers to My Delivery?
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2. After adding your AACOMAS ID, navigate to the "Deliveries"2. After adding your AACOMAS ID, navigate to the "Deliveries"
section of your Dossiersection of your Dossier
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3. Click "New Delivery"3. Click "New Delivery"

4. Scroll down, and search for your school4. Scroll down, and search for your school
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5. Select the destination for your delivery5. Select the destination for your delivery

6. Click "Start Application"6. Click "Start Application"
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7. Click "Add Document"7. Click "Add Document"

8. You can add a document from your Dossier or upload a new8. You can add a document from your Dossier or upload a new
filefile
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9. Click "Continue" when you are finished adding documents9. Click "Continue" when you are finished adding documents

10. Include your AACOMAS ID10. Include your AACOMAS ID

After choosing your destination and letters for the delivery, click I'd like to associate an IDI'd like to associate an ID
number with this applicationnumber with this application and select your AACOMAS ID.
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11. Select the correct ID and click to submit your delivery11. Select the correct ID and click to submit your delivery

12. Double-check your IDs!12. Double-check your IDs!

 If your IDs do not match correctly, we will not be able to correctly sync your delivery to
your AACOMAS application.
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A school is not appearing in Interfolio's savedA school is not appearing in Interfolio's saved
destination search results. What should I dodestination search results. What should I do
next?next?

Interfolio has saved search results for most osteopathic schools, but if a school doesn't
appear when you search...

Try some different search termsTry some different search terms

For example, if you were searching for Michigan State University College of OsteopathicMichigan State University College of Osteopathic
MedicineMedicine, you might want to try searching:

• Michigan StateMichigan State
• MSUCOMMSUCOM

If you still can't find the school you are looking for, contact usIf you still can't find the school you are looking for, contact us

Get in touch with the Interfolio Help Desk at help@interfolio.com or (877) 997-8807.

If you are trying to send letters to a school that does not appear as a saved search result,
reference this guide for assistance.
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I've received more letters I want to send. Will II've received more letters I want to send. Will I
be charged again?be charged again?
With your Dossier Deliver subscription you get credit for 50 deliveries with your yearly
subscription for $48. Each time you make a delivery, it counts toward your total of fifty annual
credits/deliveries.
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Manage Your Dossier AccountManage Your Dossier Account
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Getting Help For InterfolioGetting Help For Interfolio

You can access detailed help for Interfolio by signing in to your account and visiting our
Help Center.

If your institution has partnered with us to provide Single Sign-On, follow this link to sign in
through your institution.

Online Help CenterOnline Help Center

If you have questions about how to accomplish a specific task, sign in to your account, click on
your name to select "Help" and try searching the extensive knowledge base of articles with
step-by-step instructions at our online Help Center.

Scholar ServicesScholar Services

You can also submit a help request via email to our Scholar Services team
at help@interfolio.com.

-or- contact Scholar Services by telephone Monday-Friday, 9am-6pm, Eastern Standard at (877)
997-8807 (Toll Free).

We can also be reached via social media:

@interfolio on Twitter

@interfolio on Facebook
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Upgrade To Dossier DeliverUpgrade To Dossier Deliver
Dossier Deliver allows you to send up to 50 academic deliveries for a flat annual fee of $48.
With your subscription, you get 50 delivery credits. 1 delivery = 1 credit, regardless of the
number of documents included in that delivery. Deliveries to Interfolio-hosted positions are
always free and do not count against your 50 annual deliveries.

Collect your materials, including confidential letters of recommendation, and then send them
out via email, web, or mail to academic jobs, post-docs, fellowships, and other opportunities.

With Dossier Deliver you can:

1. Apply Anywhere: Send up to 50 deliveries of academic materials for under $50.
2. Be Fully Supported: Focus on your application, not delivery details, with access to intelligent

customer support for all technical and submission issues.
3. Manage and Send Confidential Letters: Experience less hassle for letter writers (and

requesters) with a system for soliciting, storing, and sending confidential letters.
4. Collect and Curate: A single, secure location to gather and organize all necessary and

confidential academic documents.
5. Share and Receive Feedback on Your Materials: Send your non-letters to anyone via an

email. The reviewer does not need an account to access your materials.

Upgrading to Dossier Deliver:Upgrading to Dossier Deliver:

Click "Deliveries" on the dashboard of your Interfolio Dossier accountClick "Deliveries" on the dashboard of your Interfolio Dossier account
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Click "Learn More"Click "Learn More"

Until you upgrade, the "Learn More" link appears when you access the "Deliveries" page of your
account, or when you click to create a new delivery.
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You can also click "Upgrade" in the top right of most screens in theYou can also click "Upgrade" in the top right of most screens in the
programprogram

Enter your billing information and click "Upgrade Now"Enter your billing information and click "Upgrade Now"

Don't forget to enter any special offer codes you may have at this screen.
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Managing your subscription & billing:Managing your subscription & billing:

Click on your name in the upper right corner of the page, and clickClick on your name in the upper right corner of the page, and click
"Account Settings" in the dropdown menu"Account Settings" in the dropdown menu

From the account settings page you can manage your subscription and billing information.
Note the display of your remaining deliveries.
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Upgrade to Dossier Deliver Using a Code fromUpgrade to Dossier Deliver Using a Code from
Your InstitutionYour Institution

If your institution has partnered with us to offer you access to Dossier, you will be provided
with a code you can use to upgrade your Dossier to a Dossier Deliver account.This article
explains how to upgrade to Dossier Deliver using a code from your institution.

Click "Sign Up" at the top right of the Interfolio home pageClick "Sign Up" at the top right of the Interfolio home page
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Click "Get Started"Click "Get Started"

Create your account

Fill out the account creation form, agree to the terms of service andFill out the account creation form, agree to the terms of service and
click "Sign Up"click "Sign Up"

 You can sign up using your email, or sign up with your Google account.
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Or click the button to sign up with GoogleOr click the button to sign up with Google
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Access the "Upgrade to Dossier Deliver" page

You have a choice to follow a tour introducing the features of Dossier, or to go to straight to the
program.

If you follow the tour, click "Upgrade" on the last page to access theIf you follow the tour, click "Upgrade" on the last page to access the
upgrade pageupgrade page
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If you click to go Dossier, click "Learn More"...If you click to go Dossier, click "Learn More"...

...and "Start Sending" to access the upgrade page...and "Start Sending" to access the upgrade page
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You can also click "Upgrade" at the top right of any screen in theYou can also click "Upgrade" at the top right of any screen in the
programprogram

Click "Enter special offer code"Click "Enter special offer code"
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Enter the code given to you by your institution and click "Apply"Enter the code given to you by your institution and click "Apply"

You will see a success message confirming that your offer codeYou will see a success message confirming that your offer code
has been applied to your accounthas been applied to your account
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Click "Upgrade Now" at the bottom right of the screenClick "Upgrade Now" at the bottom right of the screen
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Apply a Special Offer Code at RenewalApply a Special Offer Code at Renewal

If you have a special offer code that you would like to use when renewing your account, you
can enter the code on your account page, and we will automatically apply the code when
your subscription renews.

Note:Note: If you have an offer code for a subscription longer than 1 year, we will apply the full
value of your offer code.

Follow the instructions below to apply an offer code to use when renewing your account.

Click your name at the top right of the account dashboard andClick your name at the top right of the account dashboard and
select "Account Settings"select "Account Settings"
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Open the "Subscription & Billing" tabOpen the "Subscription & Billing" tab

Click "Apply an offer code to my next renewal"Click "Apply an offer code to my next renewal"

Enter the code and click "Apply"Enter the code and click "Apply"

We will automatically apply the code when your subscription renews!
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Add and Update Your Credit Card InformationAdd and Update Your Credit Card Information

Follow these directions to access the credit card information associated with your account.

From any screen in the application, click your name and selectFrom any screen in the application, click your name and select
"Account Settings" from the drop down menu"Account Settings" from the drop down menu
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On the "Account Settings" page, click to open the "SubscriptionOn the "Account Settings" page, click to open the "Subscription
& Billing" tab& Billing" tab

Click link labeled "Edit Credit Card"Click link labeled "Edit Credit Card"

This link may be labels "Add Credit Card" if you are upgrading the account to Dossier Deliver.
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Enter information for your new credit card and click "Save" toEnter information for your new credit card and click "Save" to
add it to your accountadd it to your account

 We follow industry standards to protect the personal information submitted to us,
both during transmission and once we receive it. Your credit card information will be
stored securely and is encrypted for your safety.
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About Delivery CreditsAbout Delivery Credits
When you sign up for Dossier Deliver you get credit for 50 academic deliveries annually. Each
time you send a delivery by email, mail, or confidential letter upload, you use one delivery
credit. 1 delivery = 1 credit, regardless of the number of documents included in that delivery.
The article below explains more about delivery credits.

Where can I view how many credits I have?Where can I view how many credits I have?

You can view your delivery credits from "Account Settings"You can view your delivery credits from "Account Settings"

Open the "Subscription & Billing tabOpen the "Subscription & Billing tab

Look to the right for your remaining deliveries.
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How do I add more credits?How do I add more credits?

To add more credits, click "Add More Deliveries"To add more credits, click "Add More Deliveries"
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Select the number of credits you need, and click "Add"Select the number of credits you need, and click "Add"

Click "Add" to add your credits, and charge the purchase to the creditClick "Add" to add your credits, and charge the purchase to the credit
card we have on filecard we have on file

 By clicking "Add", you agree the credit card listed will be charged for the purchase
amount.

Make sure to note the expiration date of the credits.

This purchase is not refundable.
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What happens when credits expire?What happens when credits expire?

Make sure to check the expiration date of your creditsMake sure to check the expiration date of your credits

 Deliveries cannot be used after the expiration date listed on your "Account Settings"
page.
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View Remaining Deliveries (How ManyView Remaining Deliveries (How Many
Deliveries You Have Left) & Account ExpirationDeliveries You Have Left) & Account Expiration
DateDate

Follow the instructions below to view the remaining deliveries on your annual subscription
and when your account is set to expire.

Navigate to "Account Settings"Navigate to "Account Settings"

You can access "Account Settings" from the upper right corner of any screen in the program by
clicking your name and selecting "Account Settings."
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Click to open the "Subscription & Billing" tab, look forClick to open the "Subscription & Billing" tab, look for
"Remaining Deliveries" and expiration date"Remaining Deliveries" and expiration date

Look for "Account balance"Look for "Account balance"
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Add Delivery CreditsAdd Delivery Credits
When you sign up for Dossier Deliver you get credit for 50 academic deliveries annually. Each
time you send a delivery by email, mail, or confidential letter upload, you use one delivery
credit.

If you need more deliveries, you can add them from the "Subscription and Billing" section of
your account settings.

The article below explains how to add credits for more deliveries to your account.

You can view your delivery credits from "Account Settings"You can view your delivery credits from "Account Settings"

Open the "Subscription & Billing tabOpen the "Subscription & Billing tab

Look to the right for your remaining deliveries.
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To add more credits, click "Add More Deliveries"To add more credits, click "Add More Deliveries"

Select the number of credits you need, and click "Add"Select the number of credits you need, and click "Add"

Click "Add" to add your credits, and charge the purchase to theClick "Add" to add your credits, and charge the purchase to the
credit card we have on filecredit card we have on file

 By clicking "Add", you agree the credit card listed will be charged for the purchase
amount.

Make sure to note the expiration date of the credits.
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This purchase is not refundable.

What happens when credits expire?What happens when credits expire?

Make sure to check the expiration date of your creditsMake sure to check the expiration date of your credits

 Deliveries cannot be used after the expiration date listed on your "Account Settings"
page.
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Renew Your Account SubscriptionRenew Your Account Subscription

You can renew you Dossier account with the click of a button.

See here for information on applying a special offer code when renewing your account.

Navigate to "Account Settings"Navigate to "Account Settings"

 You can access "Account Settings" from the upper right corner of any screen in the
program.
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Open the "Subscription & Billing" tabOpen the "Subscription & Billing" tab

Click "Renew"Click "Renew"
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Fill out the form and click "Renew Subscription"Fill out the form and click "Renew Subscription"
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Download Your Transaction Records, Data &Download Your Transaction Records, Data &
DocumentsDocuments

From the "Subscription & Billing" tab of the "Account Settings" page, you can download a
ZIP file containing a folder with all data and non-confidential documents uploaded to your
Interfolio account, along with a spreadhseet file recording all transactions you've made
through Interfolio. You can also view your transaction history and download a record of
individual transactions.

From any application screen, click your name and selectFrom any application screen, click your name and select
"Account Settings""Account Settings"

On the "Account Settings" page, click to open the "SubscriptionOn the "Account Settings" page, click to open the "Subscription
& Billing" tab& Billing" tab
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To download all data and documents at once:To download all data and documents at once:

Select "Download All Data & Documents"Select "Download All Data & Documents"

 Selecting "Download All Data & Documents" will download a ZIP file containing a folder
with all data and non-confidential documents uploaded to your Interfolio account,
along with a spreadhseet file recording all transactions you've made through Interfolio.
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To view your transaction history:To view your transaction history:

Scroll down the page bottom of the "Subscription & Billing" page andScroll down the page bottom of the "Subscription & Billing" page and
look for "Transaction History"look for "Transaction History"

To download a PDF receipt of an individual transaction:To download a PDF receipt of an individual transaction:

Click "Download," to the right of the list of transactionsClick "Download," to the right of the list of transactions

 You can search or filter the list of transactions by date, or date range to make indivdual
transactions easier to find.
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Add, Update, or Remove an Email Address onAdd, Update, or Remove an Email Address on
Your AccountYour Account

You can add or remove email addresses from your Interfolio account, but every account
must have at least one email address linked to it.

If you choose to associate multiple email addresses with your account, you will need to
designate one of them as your "Primary Email."

Email notifications related to your Dossier account (such as renewal notices) will only be
sent to your primary email address.

You can add additional emails, and use those email addresses along with your Interfolio
password to log into your Interfolio account.

 Not receiving our emails? Take a second to add Interfolio to your contacts list so they
don’t get stuck in your spam. Otherwise, send our team an email (help@interfolio.com)
or call (877)997-8807.

From any application screen, click your name and selectFrom any application screen, click your name and select
"Account Settings""Account Settings"
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Navigate to the Email & Communications tabNavigate to the Email & Communications tab

Click "Add Email" to add a new email addressClick "Add Email" to add a new email address

 Note:Note: Every account must have an email associated with it.
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You cannot edit the primary email directly, but you can create an additional email and
then make that email the primary address on your account.

Enter the name of your new email address and confirm.Enter the name of your new email address and confirm.

 Your primary email address is where correspondence from Interfolio will be sent.
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To remove an existing email on the account, click the "X" next toTo remove an existing email on the account, click the "X" next to
the email address you want to removethe email address you want to remove

 If you have email accounts associated with your Interfolio account that are no longer in
use, it’s a good idea to remove them. Every account must have at least one email
associated with it, so you may need to add another email address and designate the
new email as the primary address on the account in order to remove an old email.
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Control When and How Interfolio Sends YouControl When and How Interfolio Sends You
EmailEmail

You can control when and how Interfolio sends you email from the communications tab of
the Account Settings page.

Currently, you can select whether or not to receive email notifications including product
updates, articles on best practices, and information on promotions.

Navigate to "Account Settings" by clicking your name in theNavigate to "Account Settings" by clicking your name in the
upper right corner of any pageupper right corner of any page

Open the "Communication" tab, and turn email notifications onOpen the "Communication" tab, and turn email notifications on
or offor off

 Email notifications include product news, articles on best practices, and information on
promotions.
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Not Receiving Interfolio Emails?Not Receiving Interfolio Emails?

If you are not receiving emails from Interfolio in your email inbox, try the following:

1. Check your email’s spam and junk folders1. Check your email’s spam and junk folders

2. Make sure your Primary email address is confirmed to2. Make sure your Primary email address is confirmed to
ensure emails are delivered to the proper email addressensure emails are delivered to the proper email address

2.1. Go to your "Account Settings" page2.1. Go to your "Account Settings" page
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2.2. Navigate to the Email & Communications page2.2. Navigate to the Email & Communications page

2.3. Make sure you have the correct email address listed on the2.3. Make sure you have the correct email address listed on the
"Personal Information" tab"Personal Information" tab

3. Add Interfolio as a trusted email domain in your email's3. Add Interfolio as a trusted email domain in your email's
address bookaddress book

 See the article "Adding interfolio.com as a Trusted Email Domain" for more
information.
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4. Add help@interfolio.com as a contact in your email's address4. Add help@interfolio.com as a contact in your email's address
bookbook

5. Check with your email provider to ensure emails from5. Check with your email provider to ensure emails from
Interfolio are not being blockedInterfolio are not being blocked
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Adding Interfolio.com as a Trusted EmailAdding Interfolio.com as a Trusted Email
DomainDomain

To make sure Interfolio messages aren’t sent to your spam or junk folder, try adjusting your
email filters. Find your email client from the list below to learn how to add Interfolio as a
trusted domain.

• Gmail
• Outlook
• Hotmail
• Yahoo!Mail
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Update Your Mailing AddressUpdate Your Mailing Address

You can update your mailing address from the "Accounts Settings" page.

From any application screen, click your name and selectFrom any application screen, click your name and select
"Account Settings""Account Settings"
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Scroll down to the Contact Information section, and edit yourScroll down to the Contact Information section, and edit your
address, then click to saveaddress, then click to save
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Update Your Educational Information (HighestUpdate Your Educational Information (Highest
Degree Earned)Degree Earned)

If you have earned a new degree or need to edit your educational information you can do
so from the "Accounts Settings" page.

From any application screen, click your name and selectFrom any application screen, click your name and select
"Account Settings""Account Settings"
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Scroll down to the "Education" section at the bottom ofScroll down to the "Education" section at the bottom of
the"Personal Information" tabthe"Personal Information" tab

Select the highest degree you have earned from the dropdownSelect the highest degree you have earned from the dropdown
list, and record the degree granting institution, and date youlist, and record the degree granting institution, and date you
earned your degreeearned your degree

 If your degree does not appear in the dropdown list, scroll to the bottom of the list,
select "other" and type it in.
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Deleting Your AccountDeleting Your Account

To disable your Interfolio account, you will need to email help@interfolio.com from the
primary email address that is listed. Interfolio Scholar Services will reply to your email to
confirm when disabled.

Privacy Policy:Privacy Policy:

Certain information is necessary in order for us to provide the Site or Services; therefore, if you
delete such necessary information you will not be able to use the Site or Services. If you wish to
have your Personal Information removed from our databases or to discontinue the Service you
may contact us at help@interfolio.com. Within a reasonable time period after we receive your
request—and it may take up to thirty (30) days to process the deletion—we will remove your
Personal Information provided, however, that we may continue to maintain and use your
Personal Information in a manner where the information is no longer personally identifiable.

Please note that even though you may request the deletion of your Personal Information by us,
we may be required (by law or otherwise, such as to prevent fraud, resolve disputes,
troubleshoot problems, or enforce our Services Agreement) to keep this information and not
delete it (or to keep this information for a certain time) in which case we will comply with your
deletion request only after we have fulfilled such requirements). When we delete Personal
Information, it will be deleted from the active database, but may remain in our archives.
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Dossier Personal InformationDossier Personal Information
Interfolio is a faculty first institution, and our goal is to serve the faculty members at an
institution to ensure that they have a personalized experience while using Interfolio Dossier.

Most Dossier users will be prompted to input some basic personal information regarding their
use of Interfolio Dossier. This may be during their sign-up or first login, or if they are an existing
user, they can update it in the account settings menu.

This information is to help us communicate the most relevant Interfolio information to you
while within the product, support your account, and also plan for future development of the
Interfolio platform.

 Interfolio will never share or sell your personal information.

To Update your personal information, click on your name in theTo Update your personal information, click on your name in the
top right corner and select Account Settingstop right corner and select Account Settings
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Enter your information into the Personal Information section ifEnter your information into the Personal Information section if
it is your first time entering itit is your first time entering it

When finished updating your information, click Save at theWhen finished updating your information, click Save at the
bottom of the sectionbottom of the section

 After 6 months, we will prompt you to update your information.
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Other DetailsOther Details
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Dossier - Text Character LimitsDossier - Text Character Limits
This article is meant to assist Dossier users in filling out and preparing the various fields they
will encounter in the website. This can be used with a word processor to help determine if your
responses will fit into each field.

DocumentsDocuments

Title:
255 characters

Label:
30 characters

Description:
6000 characters

Recommendation RequestRecommendation Request

First Name:
50 characters

Last Name:
50 characters

Recommendation Destination (specific position or opportunity):
255 characters

Position/Opportunity Description (text):
8000 characters

Message to Recommender:
8000

DeliveriesDeliveries

Recipient Name:
200 characters

Recipient Title:
255 characters

Recipient Department:
150 characters
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Address (line 1 & 2):
150 characters

City:
50 characters

FormsForms

Text:
255 characters

Multiple Choice/ Radio “Other” option:
255 characters

Paragraph:
8000

Account SettngsAccount Settngs

ID title:
30 characters

ID response:
30 characters
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Compatible BrowsersCompatible Browsers

To make sure you have the best experience possible, we recommend keeping your
browsers up-to-date. Here's a list of desktop browsers we recommend using to access your
account:

• Google Chrome (latest version)
• How to delete cookies in Chrome

• Mozilla Firefox (latest version)
• How to delete cookies in Firefox

• Safari (latest version)
• How to delete cookies in Safari

• Internet Explorer (10 and above)
• How to delete cookies in Internet Explorer

How to remove cached files from your browsers.

If you are experiencing blank pages, forms, or buttons that do not work you may need to
update your browser or delete old files out of your cookies and/or cache. Click the
appropriate links above to install or update your preferred browser and to learn how to
remove cookies and cache if needed. If you are still experiencing issues, try a different
browser on your machine,

If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to our support team at
help@interfolio.com.
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Accepted File Types and Document TypesAccepted File Types and Document Types

If you are using Dossier, Dossier Deliver, our Faculty SearchIf you are using Dossier, Dossier Deliver, our Faculty Search
product, or if you are a Candidate using Interfolio's Review,product, or if you are a Candidate using Interfolio's Review,
Promotion & Tenure, materials can be uploaded in thePromotion & Tenure, materials can be uploaded in the
following formats:following formats:

• DOC/DOCX
• XLS/XLSX
• PPT/PPTX
• DOT
• ODT
• WPD
• RTF
• TXT
• HTML
• PDF
• Image files:Image files: While we do accept individual image files (PNG, JPEG, JPG), we recommend you

collect images into a single word document or PDF and upload them as a single file.

 Your files can be up to 100MB in size. During the upload process, our system will
automatically convert all files to PDF format for consistency. If your file is too large, get
in touch with our support folks so they can try to shrink the file size.

For all other users of Review, Promotion & Tenure, documentsFor all other users of Review, Promotion & Tenure, documents
can be uploaded in the following types:can be uploaded in the following types:

• PDF
• DOC
• DOCX
• DOT
• XLS
• XLSX
• TXT
• PPT
• PPTX
• HTM
• HTML

Your files can be up to 100MB in size.
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Media FilesMedia Files

You can now add links to videos hosted on Youtube and VimeoYou can now add links to videos hosted on Youtube and Vimeo

 See here for more information on how to Add Youtube and Vimeo Videos to Your
Dossier.

You can also include links to webpages in your Dossier materialsYou can also include links to webpages in your Dossier materials

 See here for more information on how to Link to Webpages in Your Dossier.

Faculty180 File Types and SizeFaculty180 File Types and Size

Faculty180 accepts all file types and the max size is 750MB.

If you have trouble uploading a file please contact help@interfolio.com.
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Sharing and ReceivingSharing and Receiving
Feedback on Materials inFeedback on Materials in
DossierDossier
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Why is the shared document "read-only"?Why is the shared document "read-only"?
If you see a message that a document is "read-only," this may mean:

• The person who shared it with you does not currently have access to the Dossier sharing
feature.

• If you have access to Dossier through your institution, you may see this message if you or
the person you share with no longer has access to the Dossier sharing feature

• If you are the document owner, consider upgrading to Dossier Deliver to share and get
feedback on your materials.

Follow this link to learn more about sharing and collecting feedback on your Dossier materials.
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Help for Sharing and Receiving Feedback onHelp for Sharing and Receiving Feedback on
Dossier MaterialsDossier Materials

 This premium feature is only available to users with Dossier Deliver accounts or users
with Dossier Institution accounts.

This Interfolio Dossier feature allows users to collect feedback on academic materials and
plans for self-presentation of your academic work, research, creative production, teaching,
and service to the academic community.

FAQ about Feedback and SharingFAQ about Feedback and Sharing

• Comments are restricted to be viewed only between the document owner and also the
owner of said comment. You cannot have commenters collaborate.

• If you want to receive feedback on a new version of a document, you must upload it and
share that new document with the reviewer.

• Users do not need an Interfolio account to review a document. If the reviewer/
commenter does not have an Interfolio account, they must login via the link provided in
their email.

• Updating a document (such as a Non-Confidential Letter of Recommendation or a CV)
will remove all previous feedback on the old version of the document.

Two Types of Users Who Can Use Sharing and FeedbackTwo Types of Users Who Can Use Sharing and Feedback
FeatureFeature

1. Dossier Deliver Users1. Dossier Deliver Users

 This section is only relevant for users who have paid for their Dossier Deliver account
to request, manage, and send their materials and confidential letters.

If you are a Dossier institution user click here to go to the next section.
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With an active Dossier Deliver account, you can share your Dossier materials (with the
exception of the letter of recommendation) and your collections of materials with anyone
regardless of whether that person has an Interfolio account.

2. Dossier Institution Users2. Dossier Institution Users

 This section is only relevant for users who have had their account provided directly by
an Interfolio client institution.

If you are a Dossier Deliver user who paid for their personal account, and the account
is not provided by an Dossier Institution account click here to go to the relevant
section.

With your Dossier Institution account you can share individual items and collections of
materials stored in your Dossier with other Dossier Institution users at your institution. The
person you share with will be able to view those materials online through their browser, within
an Interfolio environment, and write comments on them. In order to access the shared
document/collection, current Interfolio users will have to sign into their own Dossier account.

 You can hold an account of both user types: by having a Dossier Institution AND a
Dossier Deliver account.
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Sharing your Materials for Feedback

Sharing an individual item from your Dossier materials:

To share an individual document from your Dossier, click to open the item inTo share an individual document from your Dossier, click to open the item in
the materials viewerthe materials viewer

 Note that when an item is shared, it will appear marked as "shared" in the list of
materials in your Dossier
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From the document viewer page, click the "Share" buttonFrom the document viewer page, click the "Share" button

Add the emails of the person or persons with whom you want to share the itemAdd the emails of the person or persons with whom you want to share the item
from your Dossierfrom your Dossier

Document owners have the option to include a message that will appear in the email notifying
the reviewer/collaborator and giving them access to the shared materials.

 When sharing with multiple people, reviewers will NOT be able to see the comments
made by others with whom the document owner have shared the item.
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 In the image above, the account is using a Dossier Deliver profile. Dossier Institution
users may only search for users within their institution.

Accessing documents and providing feedback via Interfolio
Dossier

Reviewers and collaborators will receive an email with a link allowing them toReviewers and collaborators will receive an email with a link allowing them to
access the shared itemaccess the shared item

 If reviewers cannot find the email, they should check their spam filter.

This from the email links directly opens to the shared item.

If the reviewer/collaborator are not logged in to their Interfolio Dossier account, the only way
they can access the item or collection is through the link included in the notification email.
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Each person that has been requested to review and provide feedback, can viewEach person that has been requested to review and provide feedback, can view
the material in their browserthe material in their browser

Recipient view: If the reviewer/collaborator shared the item hashas an active Dossier account,an active Dossier account, the
shared item will also appear on the "Shared with Me" tab of the Materials section of their
Dossier:
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The reviewer/collaborator can leave comments with feedback on the sharedThe reviewer/collaborator can leave comments with feedback on the shared
material for the document owner to view.material for the document owner to view.
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The document owner will receive an email notification when new comments areThe document owner will receive an email notification when new comments are
left by the person with whom they shared the itemleft by the person with whom they shared the item
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The document owner can review, respond to, and resolve comments left by theThe document owner can review, respond to, and resolve comments left by the
reviewerreviewer

Users can search for keywords in comments from the left pane of the viewerUsers can search for keywords in comments from the left pane of the viewer

In the example below, the user has searched for "research." The list of results displays in bold
text in the list of comments, and in the comments as they appear on the document.
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Click "Download comments" at the bottom left of the viewer to download a pdfClick "Download comments" at the bottom left of the viewer to download a pdf
of the comments on an item, the document owner can also set whether or notof the comments on an item, the document owner can also set whether or not
to display comment markers on the displayed documentto display comment markers on the displayed document
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Working with Multiple Reviewers/Collaborators using Sharing
and Feedback in your Dossier

If the document owner has shared with multiple collaborators, they can onlyIf the document owner has shared with multiple collaborators, they can only
view and respond to the comments of one reviewer at a time, and all threadsview and respond to the comments of one reviewer at a time, and all threads
are restricted to both reviewers.are restricted to both reviewers.
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Document owners can switch between collaborators from the dropdown listDocument owners can switch between collaborators from the dropdown list
labeled "Collaborate with..."labeled "Collaborate with..."

 If you choose a collaborator for whom you have revoked access to a particular
document, document owners will be notified that the collaborator no longer has
access to the item
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Sharing collections of items from your Dossier materials:

Collections of materials can be shared from the Collections tab of your Materials page. You can
also share a collection of materials from the home page of the collection.
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Sharing a Collection of Materials from your Dossier

From the Collections tab, click "Select" to the right of the desired collection, andFrom the Collections tab, click "Select" to the right of the desired collection, and
select "Share"select "Share"

To share from the home page of a collection, open the Collections tab and clickTo share from the home page of a collection, open the Collections tab and click
the name of a collection to open itthe name of a collection to open it
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Then, click the "Share" buttonThen, click the "Share" button

Add the name and email of the person or persons with whom you want toAdd the name and email of the person or persons with whom you want to
share the collectionshare the collection

Sharing collections of materials works the same as sharing individual items from your Dossier.
Enter the name and emails of the people you want to share with. You have the option to
include a message to the person that will appear in the email notifying them and giving them
access to the shared materials.
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You can share with multiple peopleYou can share with multiple people

Note:Note: When sharing collections with multiple people, reviewers will NOT be able to see the
comments made by others with whom you have shared the items within the collection.
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Reviewer/Collaborator Experience

People with whom you share will receive an email with a link allowing them toPeople with whom you share will receive an email with a link allowing them to
access the shared collectionaccess the shared collection

Each person listed will receive an email with a link that allows them to view the collection.

The link in the above email opens the collection.

If the person with whom you have shared the collection does not have an account, or are not
logged in to their Interfolio Dossier account, the only way they can access the collection is
through the link included in the notification email.

Recipient view: Recipients of shared collections will be taken to the collectionRecipient view: Recipients of shared collections will be taken to the collection
page where they can select materials from the collection to reviewpage where they can select materials from the collection to review

If the person with whom you share the collection does not have an Interfolio accountdoes not have an Interfolio account, the link in
the email will take them to a page that looks like the one below, where they can choose items to
review from the list of materials in the collection.
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If the reviewer/collaborator does have an account,does have an account, the shared collection will open in their
Dossier:

If reviewer/collaborator has an Interfolio account, the shared collection will also appear on the
"Shared with Me" tab of the Materials section of their Dossier:
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For more information on the collaborator experience, click here.

Managing Already Shared Materials:

Document owners can manage their shared materials, including revoking access to individual
items and collections and sharing their materials with others by adding to the list of
collaborators.

How to Remove Reviewers and Collaborators Viewing Privileges
of a Document

To manage sharing of an item, open the item, and click "Manage Sharing" at theTo manage sharing of an item, open the item, and click "Manage Sharing" at the
top right of the viewertop right of the viewer

This button will only appear on items that are shared. Otherwise, the "Share" button, will
appear here.
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Click "Revoke access" to take away access from a reviewer/collaborator withClick "Revoke access" to take away access from a reviewer/collaborator with
whom you have previously shared the itemwhom you have previously shared the item
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Click "Undo" to reverse this action and restore a person's access to the itemClick "Undo" to reverse this action and restore a person's access to the item

When managing the sharing of an item that is part of a collection, theWhen managing the sharing of an item that is part of a collection, the
document owner must revoke the access to the collection of the reviewer/document owner must revoke the access to the collection of the reviewer/
collaborator whom has access to the item through a shared collection,collaborator whom has access to the item through a shared collection,

This will be noted when you open the "Manage Sharing" window, and will include a link to the
shared collection.
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When access to a document is revoked for a collaborator, the document ownerWhen access to a document is revoked for a collaborator, the document owner
can still see their comments if you select them as a collaborator in thecan still see their comments if you select them as a collaborator in the
document, but the document owner will see this notice that they no longerdocument, but the document owner will see this notice that they no longer
have access to the itemhave access to the item

Collaborator/Reviewer view: When the collaborator tries to open the item, theyCollaborator/Reviewer view: When the collaborator tries to open the item, they
will see a message explaining that they have lost accesswill see a message explaining that they have lost access
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Viewing a Document's Share History as the Document Owner

Sample of the History Tab InformationSample of the History Tab Information

Only the document owner can view the history of a shared item to see withOnly the document owner can view the history of a shared item to see with
whom and when it has been shared and when access has been revoked. Withwhom and when it has been shared and when access has been revoked. With
the materials viewer open, open the "History" tabthe materials viewer open, open the "History" tab

The "History" includes a record of when and with whom the item has been shared, when and
for whom access was revoked, when an item was added to a packet, or sent to an opportunity,
and when the item was added to Dossier
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Searching for specific documents that you have shared is easy using theSearching for specific documents that you have shared is easy using the
filtering tools available in your Dossierfiltering tools available in your Dossier
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Note that document owners can also share and unshare items
by adding or removing items from collections of shared
materials

When adding materials to a shared collection...When adding materials to a shared collection...

Likewise, when removing an item from a shared collection, document owner'sLikewise, when removing an item from a shared collection, document owner's
are warned that some people with whom the item is shared may no longer beare warned that some people with whom the item is shared may no longer be
able to view or comment on these itemsable to view or comment on these items

Return to Top of the Article
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Sample of the confirmation message that is displayedSample of the confirmation message that is displayed

Providing and Responding to Feedback on Shared Documents
in Dossier

 Comments made can only be viewed by the reviewer and the commenter.

When a user has been invited to review and provide feedback on a scholar's materials, they will
receive an email as displayed below.

Click the View Item ButtonClick the View Item Button

 Users that do not have an Interfolio account should either bookmark the link or save
the received email to be able to navigate back to the document easily.
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An Interfolio document viewer page will display and allow users toAn Interfolio document viewer page will display and allow users to
review and comment on the provided materials.review and comment on the provided materials.

Users will be able to view the document on the right and any comments made will populate on
the right and also the location of said comment will display on the document on the right.
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With an active dossier account, reviewers/collaborators can
navigate back to this document easily from their Dossier
Materials page.

If the reviewer/collaborator shared the item hashas an active Dossier account,an active Dossier account, the shared item will
also appear on the "Shared with Me" tab of the Materials section of their Dossier:
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Click the Add Comment Button to leave a comment in a specificClick the Add Comment Button to leave a comment in a specific
location on the document.location on the document.
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The participating user will receive an email notification when newThe participating user will receive an email notification when new
comments are left the reviewer/collaboratorcomments are left the reviewer/collaborator
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The documenter owner can review, respond to, and resolve commentsThe documenter owner can review, respond to, and resolve comments
left by the reviewerleft by the reviewer

Users can search for keywords in comments from the left pane of theUsers can search for keywords in comments from the left pane of the
viewerviewer

In the example below, the user has searched for "research." The list of results displays in bold
text in the list of comments, and in the comments as they appear on the document.
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Click "Download comments" at the bottom left of the viewer toClick "Download comments" at the bottom left of the viewer to
download a pdf of the comments on an item, users can also setdownload a pdf of the comments on an item, users can also set
whether or not to display comment markers on the displayedwhether or not to display comment markers on the displayed
documentdocument
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Why can't I comment on the document that was shared with
me?

If you find that you are able to view, but no longer able to make comments (aka Read-Only), on
a document that was once shared through Interfolio's Dossier, this is because of one (or more)
of the following situations:

For Dosser Institution Users who had their account provisioned by their institution:

• The document owner's Dossier account is no longer provided by an Interfolio Client
Institution.

• The account of either user's Dossier account is no longer provided by an Interfolio Client
Institution.

For Dossier Deliver users who purchased their own personal account:

• The document owner's account is no longer a Dossier Deliver account due to it's expiration.
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	Access your Dossier by clicking "Materials" on your account screen
	Click "Add Files"
	Open the Video tab in the "Add File" window
	Give your video a title
	Indicate what type of material you are adding
	Enter a YouTube or Vimeo URL linking to your video
	Enter a description to provide information or context for your video
	Click "Add" and the video will be added to the list of materials in your Dossier
	Click the title to preview your video
	You can edit the title and description of the video from the preview window

	Share Access to a Protected YouTube or Vimeo Video
	For YouTube URLs:
	Change the privacy settings for your YouTube video to "Unlisted" before adding the YouTube URL to your materials

	For Vimeo URLs:

	Transfer Documents From Your Career Center or Academic Department
	Mail documents from your institution to Interfolio:
	Email documents from your institution to Interfolio:

	Add Transcripts to Your Dossier Account
	1. Click "Materials" on your dashboard
	2. Click "Add Files" on your "Materials" page
	3. Drag and drop your transcript file and click "Add," or "Browse To Upload" the file
	4. Title your transcript (i.e. Undergraduate Transcript)
	5. Select "Transcript" as the document type from the dropdown list
	6. Select "Choose File," upload your transcript and click "Add"
	Your document will appear in your Dossier with the status "Converting" until it is processed



	Dossier Institution: Use Guidelines and Collections to Prepare for Reviews
	Use Guidelines From Your Institution to Prepare for Reviews
	1. Navigate to the "Materials" section of your Dossier account
	2. Click the "Guidelines" button at the top of the materials page
	3. Search for guidelines
	Select a unit from the dropdown menu
	You can search for guidelines within the selected unit using keywords

	4. Preview guidelines:
	Click the title to open a preview of the guideline
	Any candidate instructions, document, and form requirements associated with the guideline will display

	5. Save the guidelines you want to use
	Saved guidelines will appear at the top of the "Guidelines" page, for quick reference

	6. Click "Prepare for this review" to the right of the page
	7. Enter a name to create a collection of materials for the review
	A page will appear where you can add materials to the collection while viewing the guidelines for the review

	8. Click "View Instructions" to the right of the page to view instructions for review candidates (if any)
	This will display any instructions to candidates about assembling the review packet, and any other procedures, or policies at the institution
	You can add materials already uploaded to your Dossier, or add new files
	You can also add materials from a collection you've previously assembled
	To add a tag, select the document, click the "Tag" button, and enter your tag
	When your review starts and you want to add materials, simply open this collection and filter by tag to find the materials for each requirement
	Collections you create based on guidelines will appear listed on the "Collections" tab of your Dossier materials page
	Open your review packet
	Click "Work on Packet"
	Click to add files
	Open the collections tab, and select the collection you created according to the guidelines
	Select the file to add
	Rinse and repeat, and you will have your review packet done in no time!



	Manage Your Dossier Materials
	Create Collections of Your Materials
	Click "Materials" from your Account screen
	2. Click the "Collections" tab
	3. Click "Add Collection"
	4. Name your collection
	5. Click the name of your collection to begin adding materials
	Add existing materials from your Dossier, or upload new materials to add to the collection
	You can also add materials from other collections you've created
	The materials you add are gathered into the collection
	1. Open "All Materials" and select one of more files in the list to add them to a collection. A new button will appear to the right of the page.
	2. Click "Add To" and either select an existing collection or create a new one
	Select the materials you want to tag
	Click "Tag" to add or create a tag to add to the selected materials
	Add the new tag and click to save
	Click the X to remove a tag,or the plus sign to add another
	Select the materials you want to remove
	Click "Remove"
	Confirm that you want to remove the materials
	Click "Select" to the right of the page where your collections are listed, and select "Edit" or "Delete"

	To share and receive feedback on a collection:

	Use Tags to Organize Your Dossier Materials
	1. Click the addition symbol under the file title and click "Add New Tag"
	2. Enter the new tag and click "Save"
	The tag will appear under the document title
	Repeat the process to add as many tags as necessary
	Select multiple files and click the "Tag" button to the right of the page
	Click "Filter"
	Select the tag(s) from the list
	Only items with the selected tag will display in the list

	Use Filters to Quickly Find Materials in Your Dossier
	Click the "Filter" button  at the top of your list of Dossier materials
	Choose to filter the list by type, tags, or date added
	The filtered list will display
	To filter by date added, simply select a date range using the calendar
	Only materials added in that range will display

	Preview the Materials in Your Dossier
	Click "Materials" on your account screen
	Find the material you want to preview or edit, and click the file title to preview it in your browser
	The preview displays how your material will appear to reviewers
	You will be prompted to save when you make changes to the title or type of the material
	The "History" tab displays a record of changes to the material

	View History of Changes Made to Materials in Your Dossier
	Click "Materials" on your account screen
	Find the material you want to manage, and click the file title to preview it in your browser
	The preview displays how your material will appear to reviewers

	Click the "History" tab to view a history of changes made and actions taken on your materials

	Notifications In Dossier
	Click the notifications icon in the upper right corner of the Accounts dashboard to view notifications
	Notifications appear in a dropdown list organized by product
	Click "View All Notifications" to view the Notifications Center
	Notifications for all products appear in one central location


	Archive and Store Dossier Materials
	Archive Materials in Your Dossier
	Click "Materials" on your account screen
	On your "Materials" page, select one or more files and click the "Archive" button when it appears on the page
	Confirm your decision by clicking "Archive" again
	The files will now disappear from the list of active materials and will appear when you open the "Archived Materials" tab
	You can also archive documents one at a time when viewing the document details
	Click the name of the document you want to archive
	Click "Archive" at the bottom left of the "Edit Document" window

	To unarchive materials:
	Select the "Archived Materials" tab
	Select the materials to unarchive and click the "Unarchive" button to the right of the page


	View Your Archived Materials
	Click "Materials" on your account screen
	Select the "Archived Materials" tab

	Delete Materials From Your Dossier
	Click "Materials" on your account screen
	Select the file you want to delete
	If the file has not been used in an application, the option to delete will appear at the bottom of the preview window

	Document Storage and Return Policy
	How long will Interfolio store my documents?
	Can I have my documents returned to me?

	Download All Data and Documents From Your Account
	Navigate to Account Settings
	Click to open the "Subscription & Billing" tab
	Click the link labeled "Download All Data & Documents" to download a zipped export of your account data and documents


	Medical and Dental School Support
	How can I use Interfolio's Dossier Deliver for my medical or dental school application?
	What is the cost of using Interfolio's Dossier?
	How do I collect and send my letters?
	1. Create your free Dossier account
	2. Upgrade to Dossier Deliver to send your letters and other materials
	3. Collect letters into your account by requesting recommendations
	4. Apply through Interfolio

	How do my letter writers submit a letter of recommendation to Interfolio?
	How can the letter writer include letterhead and signature?
	How to add letterhead:
	How to include a signature:

	Can my letter writer mail the letter to Interfolio?
	I've applied and sent letters or documents before. Can I use those letters for future application cycles?
	How do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters of recommendation to AMCAS?
	1. From any application screen, click on your name in the upper right corner, and go to "Account Settings" to add your AAMC ID (found in your AMCAS application) to your account
	2. After adding your AAMC ID, navigate to the Deliveries page of your Dossier
	3. Click "New Delivery"
	4. Scroll down the page a bit, and type "AMCAS" in the search box, and select the appropriate letter service
	5. Click "AMCAS" to access the letter service for the current year
	6. Click "Start Application"
	7. Click "Add Document"
	8. You can add a document from your Dossier or upload a new file 
	9. Click "Continue" when you are finished adding documents
	10. Enter the matching AMCAS Letter ID for each letter you are sending, and click "Save Letter IDs" as shown below
	11. Click "Save Letter IDs"
	12. Select your AAMC ID to include it with the delivery
	13. Double-check your IDs!
	14. Select the electronic delivery method, and click "Submit Application" when you are finished

	How do I Add ID Numbers to My Delivery?
	1.1. Log in to your account, click your name and navigate to "Account Settings"
	1.2. Navigate to the ID Numbers page
	1.3. Click the Add ID Number button
	1.4. Select the type of ID (AAMC, AACOMAS,TMDSAS) from the dropdown menu
	1.5. Enter an ID number and click to save
	2.1. Select the ID to add it (bottom right of the page)
	3. Enter the 7-digit letter ID from AMCAS and click "Save Letter IDs"

	How do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters of recommendation to AADSAS?
	How do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters of recommendation to TMDSAS?
	1. When requesting a letter of recommendation, your letter writer just needs to submit their letter directly to Interfolio
	2. Log in to your TMDSAS application and enter your letter writer's name in the "Letters of Evaluation" section
	3. Select "Interfolio" from the drop-down menu for the question: "Indicate how your evaluator will send your letter to TMDSAS"
	4. Go back to your Interfolio account, click your name and select "Account Settings" to add your TMDSAS ID to your account
	5. After adding your TMDSAS ID, navigate to the Deliveries section of your account
	5.1. From your dashboard, click "Deliveries"
	Click "New Delivery" in the upper right corner

	6. Type "TMDSAS" in the search box
	7. Select the position that appears for the application cycle to which you are applying
	8. Click "Start Application"
	9. Select documents to include in your delivery, and click "Continue" when you are finished
	Click "I'd like to associate an ID number with this delivery
	10. Select your TMDSAS ID to include it in your delivery, and click "Submit Delivery"

	How do I use Dossier Deliver to send letters of recommendation to AACOMAS?
	How do I send letters directly to an individual DO school?
	1. Make sure you have associated AACOMAS ID numbers with your account from the "Account Settings" page
	2. After adding your AACOMAS ID, navigate to the "Deliveries" section of your Dossier
	3. Click "New Delivery"
	4. Scroll down, and search for your school
	5. Select the destination for your delivery
	6. Click "Start Application"
	7. Click "Add Document"
	8. You can add a document from your Dossier or upload a new file 
	9. Click "Continue" when you are finished adding documents
	10. Include your AACOMAS ID
	11. Select the correct ID and click to submit your delivery
	12. Double-check your IDs!

	A school is not appearing in Interfolio's saved destination search results. What should I do next?
	Try some different search terms
	If you still can't find the school you are looking for, contact us

	I've received more letters I want to send. Will I be charged again?

	Manage Your Dossier Account
	Getting Help For Interfolio
	Online Help Center
	Scholar Services

	Upgrade To Dossier Deliver
	Upgrading to Dossier Deliver:
	Click "Deliveries" on the dashboard of your Interfolio Dossier account
	Click "Learn More"
	You can also click "Upgrade" in the top right of most screens in the program
	Enter your billing information and click "Upgrade Now"

	Managing your subscription & billing:
	Click on your name in the upper right corner of the page, and click "Account Settings" in the dropdown menu


	Upgrade to Dossier Deliver Using a Code from Your Institution
	Click "Sign Up" at the top right of the Interfolio home page
	Click "Get Started"
	Fill out the account creation form, agree to the terms of service and click "Sign Up"
	Or click the button to sign up with Google
	If you follow the tour, click "Upgrade" on the last page to access the upgrade page
	If you click to go Dossier, click "Learn More"...
	...and "Start Sending" to access the upgrade page
	You can also click "Upgrade" at the top right of any screen in the program

	Click "Enter special offer code"
	Enter the code given to you by your institution and click "Apply"
	You will see a success message confirming that your offer code has been applied to your account
	Click "Upgrade Now" at the bottom right of the screen

	Apply a Special Offer Code at Renewal
	Click your name at the top right of the account dashboard and select "Account Settings"
	Open the "Subscription & Billing" tab
	Click "Apply an offer code to my next renewal"
	Enter the code and click "Apply"

	Add and Update Your Credit Card Information
	From any screen in the application, click your name and select "Account Settings" from the drop down menu
	On the "Account Settings" page, click to open the "Subscription & Billing" tab
	Click link labeled "Edit Credit Card"
	Enter information for your new credit card and click "Save" to add it to your account

	About Delivery Credits
	Where can I view how many credits I have?
	You can view your delivery credits from "Account Settings"
	Open the "Subscription & Billing tab

	How do I add more credits?
	To add more credits, click "Add More Deliveries"
	Select the number of credits you need, and click "Add"
	Click "Add" to add your credits, and charge the purchase to the credit card we have on file

	What happens when credits expire?
	Make sure to check the expiration date of your credits


	View Remaining Deliveries (How Many Deliveries You Have Left) & Account Expiration Date
	Navigate to "Account Settings"
	Click to open the "Subscription & Billing" tab, look for "Remaining Deliveries" and expiration date
	Look for "Account balance"


	Add Delivery Credits
	You can view your delivery credits from "Account Settings"
	Open the "Subscription & Billing tab
	To add more credits, click "Add More Deliveries"
	Select the number of credits you need, and click "Add"
	Click "Add" to add your credits, and charge the purchase to the credit card we have on file
	What happens when credits expire?
	Make sure to check the expiration date of your credits


	Renew Your Account Subscription
	Navigate to "Account Settings"
	Open the "Subscription & Billing" tab
	Click "Renew"
	Fill out the form and click "Renew Subscription"

	Download Your Transaction Records, Data & Documents
	From any application screen, click your name and select "Account Settings"
	On the "Account Settings" page, click to open the "Subscription & Billing" tab
	To download all data and documents at once:
	Select "Download All Data & Documents"

	To view your transaction history:
	Scroll down the page bottom of the "Subscription & Billing" page and look for "Transaction History"

	To download a PDF receipt of an individual transaction:
	Click "Download," to the right of the list of transactions


	Add, Update, or Remove an Email Address on Your Account
	From any application screen, click your name and select "Account Settings"
	Navigate to the Email & Communications tab
	Click "Add Email" to add a new email address
	Enter the name of your new email address and confirm.
	To remove an existing email on the account, click the "X" next to the email address you want to remove

	Control When and How Interfolio Sends You Email
	Navigate to "Account Settings" by clicking your name in the upper right corner of any page
	Open the "Communication" tab, and turn email notifications on or off

	Not Receiving Interfolio Emails?
	1. Check your email’s spam and junk folders
	2. Make sure your Primary email address is confirmed to ensure emails are delivered to the proper email address
	2.1. Go to your "Account Settings" page
	2.2. Navigate to the Email & Communications page
	2.3. Make sure you have the correct email address listed on the "Personal Information" tab

	3. Add Interfolio as a trusted email domain in your email's address book
	4. Add help@interfolio.com as a contact in your email's address book
	5. Check with your email provider to ensure emails from Interfolio are not being blocked

	Adding Interfolio.com as a Trusted Email Domain
	Update Your Mailing Address
	From any application screen, click your name and select "Account Settings"
	Scroll down to the Contact Information section, and edit your address, then click to save

	Update Your Educational Information (Highest Degree Earned)
	From any application screen, click your name and select "Account Settings"
	Scroll down to the "Education" section at the bottom of the"Personal Information" tab
	Select the highest degree you have earned from the dropdown list, and record the degree granting institution, and date you earned your degree

	Deleting Your Account
	Privacy Policy:

	Dossier Personal Information
	To Update your personal information, click on your name in the top right corner and select Account Settings
	Enter your information into the Personal Information section if it is your first time entering it
	When finished updating your information, click Save at the bottom of the section


	Other Details
	Dossier - Text Character Limits
	Documents
	Recommendation Request
	Deliveries
	Forms
	Account Settngs

	Compatible Browsers
	Accepted File Types and Document Types
	If you are using Dossier, Dossier Deliver, our Faculty Search product, or if you are a Candidate using Interfolio's Review, Promotion & Tenure, materials can be uploaded in the following formats:
	For all other users of Review, Promotion & Tenure, documents can be uploaded in the following types:
	Media Files
	You can now add links to videos hosted on Youtube and Vimeo
	You can also include links to webpages in your Dossier materials
	Faculty180 File Types and Size



	Sharing and Receiving Feedback on Materials in Dossier
	Why is the shared document "read-only"?
	Help for Sharing and Receiving Feedback on Dossier Materials
	Two Types of Users Who Can Use Sharing and Feedback Feature
	1. Dossier Deliver Users
	2. Dossier Institution Users
	To share an individual document from your Dossier, click to open the item in the materials viewer
	From the document viewer page, click the "Share" button
	Add the emails of the person or persons with whom you want to share the item from your Dossier
	Reviewers and collaborators will receive an email with a link allowing them to access the shared item
	Each person that has been requested to review and provide feedback, can view the material in their browser
	The reviewer/collaborator can leave comments with feedback on the shared material for the document owner to view.
	The document owner will receive an email notification when new comments are left by the person with whom they shared the item
	The document owner can review, respond to, and resolve comments left by the reviewer
	Users can search for keywords in comments from the left pane of the viewer
	Click "Download comments" at the bottom left of the viewer to download a pdf of the comments on an item, the document owner can also set whether or not to display comment markers on the displayed document
	If the document owner has shared with multiple collaborators, they can only view and respond to the comments of one reviewer at a time, and all threads are restricted to both reviewers.
	Document owners can switch between collaborators from the dropdown list labeled "Collaborate with..."
	From the Collections tab, click "Select" to the right of the desired collection, and select "Share"
	To share from the home page of a collection, open the Collections tab and click the name of a collection to open it
	Then, click the "Share" button
	Add the name and email of the person or persons with whom you want to share the collection
	You can share with multiple people
	People with whom you share will receive an email with a link allowing them to access the shared collection
	Recipient view: Recipients of shared collections will be taken to the collection page where they can select materials from the collection to review

	To manage sharing of an item, open the item, and click "Manage Sharing" at the top right of the viewer
	Click "Revoke access" to take away access from a reviewer/collaborator with whom you have previously shared the item
	Click "Undo" to reverse this action and restore a person's access to the item
	When managing the sharing of an item that is part of a collection, the document owner must revoke the access to the collection of the reviewer/collaborator whom has access to the item through a shared collection,
	When access to a document is revoked for a collaborator, the document owner can still see their comments if you select them as a collaborator in the document, but the document owner will see this notice that they no longer have access to the item
	Collaborator/Reviewer view: When the collaborator tries to open the item, they will see a message explaining that they have lost access

	Sample of the History Tab Information
	Only the document owner can view the history of a shared item to see with whom and when it has been shared and when access has been revoked. With the materials viewer open, open the "History" tab
	Searching for specific documents that you have shared is easy using the filtering tools available in your Dossier
	When adding materials to a shared collection...
	Likewise, when removing an item from a shared collection, document owner's are warned that some people with whom the item is shared may no longer be able to view or comment on these items
	Sample of the confirmation message that is displayed


	Click the View Item Button
	An Interfolio document viewer page will display and allow users to review and comment on the provided materials.
	Click the Add Comment Button to leave a comment in a specific location on the document.
	The participating user will receive an email notification when new comments are left the reviewer/collaborator
	The documenter owner can review, respond to, and resolve comments left by the reviewer
	Users can search for keywords in comments from the left pane of the viewer
	Click "Download comments" at the bottom left of the viewer to download a pdf of the comments on an item, users can also set whether or not to display comment markers on the displayed document




